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Empire Larry wins the opening feature card at Lewiston Raceway in 2:02.2 on a cold afternoon.
EMPIRE LARRY CAPTURES OPENER AT LEWISTON RACEWAY
Lewiston Raceway opened the 1986 
racing season like gangbusters. It 
marked one of the earliest openers ever. 
The track initiated the season with a 
rare Saturday evening opener. Before 
the final race was official on Sunday 
evening, nearly $350,000 was wagered 
making it one of the biggest two day 
handles in the history of the track, with 
$180,000 bet on Saturday followed by 
$165,000 on Sunday.
This meet Lewiston Raceway is break­
ing in new personnel in key positions. 
Jim Flanagan, former Maine State Stew-
by A NTH O NY
ard and Foxboro Associate Judge, now 
runs the racing office, while Roger 
Smith, Jr. former track administrator in 
New England and the Midwest, is Pre­
siding Judge.
On the track this meet are three 
drivers who finished in the “Top 20” 
national dash list in 1985; Leigh Fitch, 
Dude Goodblood and David Ingraham. 
Add to these a returning Kelly Case, and 
a rapidly improving Greg Bowden, and 
it may be the most talented group of 
drivers ever assembled at Lewiston 
Raceway.
J. ALIBERTI
This year drivers will submit to 
random testing for drugs. It is a program 
initiated by the Maine Horseman’s As­
sociation and during the off season it was
deemed viable in court, now it must 
become routine at the track. A majority 
of horsemen, through their association, 
support the tests. It is a measure of the 
growth of professionalism in the sport.
Sunday’s feature was won by Empire 
Larry in 2:02.2 with Leigh Fitch driving. 
As a juvenile Empire Larry raced along 
the Grand Circuit. Mitch Gallant won the
top trot with Fort McHenry in 2:07. 
Before the weekend was finished Leigh 
Fitch earned three wins, but Bob Sumner 
was the hottest driver with two wins on
Saturday and three more on Sunday.
Looking ahead, Lewiston Raceway has 
reserved Sunday, March 23, for Driving
Competition Day featuring drivers from 
top tracks. Jim Doherty will be honored
that afternoon. The meet runs until May 
3 with a $15,000 Invitational scheduled as 
the closing feature.
IMPORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS
Feb. 26 - Blue Bird Series (second leg) Late closer Lewiston Raceway.
Feb. 27 - New Faces - 3 yr old pace - Meadowlands $15,000.
Mar. 5 - The Blue Bird Final - Late closer - Lewiston Raceway
Mar. 10 - Pine Tree Sale 10:00 A.M. Lewiston Raceway (Equipment sells before)
Mar. 12 The Chickadee Trot (first leg) Late closer - Lewiston Raceway.
Mar. 15 - New England Sulky Championships - Two year old payment due. $100.
Mar. 15 - Mass. Sire Stakes - Two year old sustaining payment due - $50.
Mar. 16 - $10,000 Shamrock Invitational Pace-Foxboro Raceway.
Mar. 19 - The Chickadee Trott (second leg) late closer - Lewiston Raceway 
Mar. 23 - Drivers Competition Day featuring drivers from top tracks at Lewiston 
Mar. 24-Stall applications due for Scarborough Downs — Don’t be late, mail today! 
Mar. 24 - Roosevelt Raceway Opener - spring meet - Westbury, New York.
S t .  PatRick's £)ay Q^eetinq
fHAy t h e  r o a 6  R ise u p  t o  m e e t  y o u . 
m a y  t h e  w in d  Be A lw ay s A t y o u p  BACk, 
m a y  t h e  s u n  s h in e  w apiti u p o n  y o u p  f a c e ,  
m a y  t h e  R am s fA ll s o f t  u p o n  y o u R  f ie ld s .
a n d  u n t i l  w e  m e e t  a q a ir  
idav  Q o d  hoL 6  y o u  in  t h e  h o l l o w  o f  his h A n 6 .
“The Friendly Farrier” Call: 207-282-3131
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PINE TREE SALE
Bill Mosher, Auctioneer
LEWISTON RACEWAY MARCH 10th
Equipment Sells At 9:00 A.M. 
Sale At 10:00 A.M.
Plus Equipment After
General Manager, Clayton Smith 
President, Harold Ralph 
Tel. 207-846-5649
from the top crop of
Sandy Brook Farm
being offered in ’86! *
The two fillies and three colts are all broke, gaited  
and jogging daily at Scarborough Downs.
These two year old pacers have had their necessary  
vaccinations, dental care, proper shoeing, regular 
worm ing and w ill be tatooed at the first opportunity.
Avoid the long wait that breeding requires, avoid the 
risk of illnesses and injuries, pick the sex, size, color 
that you prefer.
This is healthy well-bred stock that has the potential 
for giving you a good return for your investment. They 
are in the $8,000 - S10,000 price range.
A ll of these horses are eligible and paid up until May 
in the Maine Breeders Stakes and file N ew  England  
Sulky Cham pionships for 1986.
The s300,000 (p lus) Maine Stakes is one of the most 
viable program s in the Northeast and should be  
attractive to area owners and trainers.
Sandy Brook Farm has the reputation for producing  
top stakes colts and fillies. Bring your trainer today 
and check out the present crop of future two year old  
“Stakes Stars.”
They are located at the G reg Libbey Stable at 
Scarborough D ow ns or call 207-282-9295 for infor­
"Top O’ the Morning”...
mation.
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It’s Subscription Time....
► Don’t Miss A Single Issue!
fiORjHEAST HARNESS NEWSj
I For those interested in the Standardbred sport in New England! To facilitate efficiency [ 
I initial subscriptions and renewals will be accepted im m ediately on a once yearly basis.
I Save Over Single Copy Issue! Make Checks Payable To: Northeast Harness News
New Renew .Print Mailing Address
$10.00 per year
ij NAME:.
ADDRESS:
CHECK NUMBER: 
___CHECK DATE:
ZIP:
c * ' Return to: Jean Emerson, EditOT^oomJEW.^^w,Jde._04072________ J
May you have ...
“The Luck O’ the Irish”....
in your Equine Endeavors! t$
Mary’s Date (Mandate - Mary G. Butler) jogs over the well-maintained winter 
Scarborough strip for Greg Libbey.
All Accounting Functions 
Income Taxes Syndications
We Specialize In Horse, Stable and Other Agricultural Enterprises
$$$ Call or Write $$$
HAND OVER ASSOCIATES 
P.O. Box 3 N. Monmouth, Maine 04265 Tel. 207-933-4065
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Richard King accepts the Broodmare of the Year Award for Some Swift from 
Tony Aliberti, Director of Stakes Publicity
Gerry Smith received the Three Year Old Award for Trusty Wise Guy and Loring 
Norton received for trotter. Hurricane Peach. ~~ —
Dr. David Jefferson presents the Outstanding stallion award to Tim Powers for 
Skipper Knox, top pacing sire.________________________________ _
Tim Powers accepts the two year old Colt Award for Maine Starskipper presented 
by Brooks Smith. ____
Guest speaker of the evening, Brian Hamilton, Race Sec. & Gen. Mgr. at 
Frederick, N.B. is introduced bv Pres. Loring Norton.
Maine Standardbred Breeders Stakes Meeting and Awards Banquet
by ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
The Maine Standardbred Breeders and 
Owners Association capped off its most 
successful year yet by distributing a 1985 
yearbook, the first ever. The edition 
showcased stallions standing in Maine in 
1986 and stars of the 1985 Maine Stakes 
program.
The breeders organization also con­
ducted a yearling sale last September at 
Scarborough Downs, and is now 
prepared to follow up with another in
1986. Last year’s sale was preceded by 
a stallion parade, and several promo­
tional events are possible in 1986.
Officers re-elected included President 
Loring Norton, Vice President Bert
Fernald and Secretary Treasurer Nancy 
Smith. Nate Churchill was added to the 
board of directors.
Awards were presented to the top 
money winners of the Maine Stakes
including Honey’s Best, Maine Starskip­
per, Sweet Rosie 0, Romie’s Trudy, 
Trusty Wise Guy, and Hurricane Peach. 
The top stallions for the year were 
Skipper Knox and Watchful, while Rich­
ard King’s Some Swift was named 
broodmare of the year.
In other business Loring Norton plans
to initiate possible rule changes forcing 
tracks to carry past performance lines
on stakes races. An ongoing raffle of a 
free breeding to My Bill Forwood, 
donated by Dr. Alroy Chow was success­
ful. and a Maine-New Brunswick stakes 
showdown may be in the works. A 
Canadian representative is interested in 
four Canadian horses challenging the
best from the Maine stakes with races 
slated for both Maine and Canada for as 
early as summer 1986. ---- '
M.S.B.O.A. officers and directors (1. to r.) Brooks Smith-Dir., Loring Norton- 
Pres., Nancy Smith-Sec. Treas., Bob Gilman-Dir., Gerry Smith-Dir.
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1986 Individual Award
In Ninteen fifty seven Sampson 
D irect was foaled, the best colt from 
the first crop and indeet the top son 
from  the Volomite stallion Sampson 
Hanover. Sampson Direct was a 
cham pion and his sire line still 
perseveres today most prom inently 
through Direct Scooter. But from 
th a t first crop cam e Sam pson’s 
Lady as well. That plucky m are 
raced  until she was seven winning
$53,000 and finishing first 23 tim es. 
At the end of her six year old cam ­
paign Norm an Woolworth saw
something he liked, bought her, 
raced  her one more year before he 
re tired  her to Stoner Creek.
It was the legacy of Maine racing 
to savor the fruits of Woolworth’s
decisions. Because of Woolworth 
August 29, 1964 was perhaps the best 
day Union F air ever saw. When the 
s ta r te r  lined up the horses in the $800 
feature pace Coppermite, J. Scotch 
Hal. the legendary Prince Boy, 
Wilbea Star, and Scotch M aplecroft, 
answered, hoping to beat Sam pson’s 
Lady.
Manny Robinson was her pilot and 
the mile was tim ed in 2 :02 .1 , and 
some old tim ers still believe the win 
by Sampson’s Lady at Union was the 
m ost amazing mile ever paced in 
Maine by any horse, and considering 
the $800. purse it was certainly 
worth the price.
Since then track  records have 
fallen all across Maine like so m any 
dominos but this one rem ains intact. 
Considering the location of Union 
F a ir  and the purses offered, the 
record of Sampson’s Lady m ay 
never be broken.
SAMPSON’S LADY 
by Anthony J. Aliberti
Sam pon’s Lady was dutifully 
re tired  with honors and sent to 
Stoner Creek to begin an eleven year 
production career. She delivered 9 
foals, eight colts all m ade the races 
and the filly was im m ediatly retired  
to produce the next generation. 
Except for a couple of early  
breedings to Porterhouse, for ex­
perim entation this m are sent to 
Meadow Skipper and his sons. Under 
the cover of Meadow Skipper she 
delivered in 1972 Power H itter with a 
1:57 speed m ark and more than 
$300,000 on his card. The next year 
the most Happy Fella foal. Town 
Drunk paced in 1:55.2 and earned 
$450,000. In 1977 Pumping Iron was a 
1:55 pacer and added $300,000 to the 
total. Add Winshield W asher a 1:55.2 
pacer earned $202,000. All totaled 
m ore than $1 ,200,000 from her colts 
and three within two ticks of 1:55, all 
from the “ Lady who owned Union.”
The lone daughter, Funny Bone 
has already delivered two colts, a 
B ret Hanover who paced in 1:57 and 
a N iatross two year old in 1985.
It is not always evident w hat is 
seen from the grandstand. 
Sometimes a decade m ust pass until 
true equine potential is realized, but 
th a t August 1964 afternoon at Union 
was a beacon of light, leading into 
racings ra re  fast lane future, as 
anyone there at the tim e can claim  
witness.
The Individual award, an annual 
honor for top broodm ares, is nam ed 
this year the “ Sampson’s Lady” 
trophy to rem em ber the m are who 
set the Union Track record 22 years 
ago then added winners of m ore than 
$1.2  million to the breed.
FOR SALE
1984 CHEVROLET TRUCK
• 1 Ton-4 W.D. • Silverado Package • Air Conditioning • 
Cruise Control • Power Windows & Door Locks • 454V8- 
Standard 4 Spd. Trans. • Crew Cab • Excellent Condition • 
35,000 Miles • 4 New Radial Tires On Rear • Intercom To 
Trailer.
KINGSTON DERBY TRAILER
• Four Horse • Tack Room Front • Heavy Duty Suspension
• Excellent Condition.
Truck And Trailer Make An Offer!
Sell As A Complete Unit Or Individually 
$26,500. Complete Or Truck $15,000 Trailer $12,000 
Call: 207-642-2771 (9 To 5) Or 207-642-3637 (After 7:00)
Broodmare of the Year
by Anthony J. Aliberti
SOME SWIFT
Clair Morning, a Maine Stakes winner
Sampson Hanover heads a sire line same day, one carried-over after a rain, 
with still some life; Direct Scooter The first win by Clair Morning was 
remains its last best hope. The distaff something to savor, but the second win 
side lives as well. Sampson’s Lady is the by Clair Money brought out genuine 
namesake for the 1985 Broodmare of the electricity.
year award, and the recipient, Some 
Swift, derives from the same stout sire 
line.
A Sampson Hanover mare was sent to 
Bobby Swift and delivered, Some Swift, 
a mare of marginal pacing ability. But
Some Swift had enough genetic strength 
to be retained and to be bred to Maine 
stallions.
An election Day pairing, produced 
Some Selection a stakes experienced 
horse which still races as a claimer.
But the second Election Day breeding,
Breeders dream for lifetimes now to 
get stakes quality colts, this mare 
produced three stakes performers in 
succession, two winners in 1985. Some 
Swift now has a Skipper Knox filly and 
is back in foal to Election Day. She will 
continue to contribute to the program for 
years to come. But no matter the luck, 
there will never be another year for 
Some Swift like 1985, and she justly 
deserved the honor as the “Maine 
Broodmare of the Year.”
The Broodmare of the Year Award 
was the showcase award of the Maine
produced Clair Morning a filly who was Breeders Association annual banquet on 
not only a stakes pacer, but a champion February 2nd.
both at two and again last year at three. With yearbook, a yearling sale, and a 
Add to these, her two year filly, Clair successful stakes season it was the best 
Money, a stakes winner as well, and it year yet for the Maine Breeders Associa- 
is no surprise Some Swift was named tion.
Maine’s top broodmare for 1985.
It wasn’t the first time a mare has 
produced consecutive winners, but for 
Guy Brochu, the leasee of the mare for 
two years, it produced a day to re­
member.
Last summer at Windsor Fair, his 
hometown track, two divisions raced the
With the Harness Horseman’s Inter­
national convention in Flordia at the 
same time, attendance at the Maine 
banquet vas disappointing. But no mat­
ter, a strong platform of progress was 
passed in the afternoon, and the Maine 
Breeders pledged continued quality in 
the coming years.
1986 HARNESS RACING 
MAINE AGRICULTURAL FAIRS
Bangor State Fair 
Blue Hili Fair (No Betting) 
Cumberland Fair 
Farmington Fair 
Fryeburg Fair 
Northern Maine Fair 
Skowhegan State Fair 
Topsham Fair 
Union Fair 
Windsor Fair
947-3542
374-9976
892-8066
778-2684
935-2155
764-1830
474-2947
725-7139
785-4714
549-3861
July 24-Aug. 
Aug. 29-Sept. 
Sept. 21-27 
Sept. 14-20 
Sept. 28-Oct. 
Aug. 2-10 
Aug. 21-24 
Aug. 3-10 
Aug. 17-23 
Aug. 24-Sept.
M.S.B.O.A. Drawing
The drawing for a free breeding to the 
Maine stallion MY BILL FORWOOD 
conducted at Lewiston Raceway on 
February 16th by members of the 
M.S.B.O.A. was won by Harold Wilson of 
Freeport, Maine..Mr. Wilson in turn sold 
the breeding to Don Shaw of Scarborough 
who intends to breed his mare, WAVER- 
LY’S GREAT (Bret’s Champ - Good N.
Honest) to this $800,000 winning cham­
pion.
Over *1,300 was realized from the 
drawing to benefit the organization of 
the Maine Standardbred Breeders and 
Owners Association. Thanks is to be 
extended to Dr. Alroy Chow, owner of 
the stallion, for his kind offer to assist 
the breeders.
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Lavish Acres
1986 Stallions In Service
• •
BEST JEFFREY
BEST JEFFREY
p2,2:00,3 f,l:5 9 ;4 ,1 :5 7.4 m  ($190,000.)
Sire: BEST O F  A LL  2 ,l:5 7 .4 m ;3 ,l :5 7 .4 ,l :5 6 .2 m  
($548,000). Sired 143 Pacers In 2:00 Through 1984
Dam: SH A D YD A LE FRISKY by A IR LIN ER
(Sired 75 Pacers In 2:00 And Dams of 119  In 2:00)
HONEY’S BEST
BEST JE F FR E Y  is the sire of the top 1984 filly BEST WALTZ 
2,2:05h and the fastest ever H O N EY ’ S BEST 2,2:04.3h - ’ 85. 
His stud fee remains at s500 for 1986 so book today for results 
in the Stakes programs.
LAVISH ACRES also welcomes for 1986
WITSEND'S TRIBUTE
Sire: S P EED Y  CROWN 2,2:01.2; 3,i:57.i
($545,495) World champion winner of Hambletonian and 
International Trot
(Sire of 119  Trotters in 2:00 and dams of 24 in 2:00) 
S P E E D Y  CROW N stands at Lana Lobell of N .Y . for a stud 
fee of $50,000.
WITSEND’S TRIBUTE
Dam: BURGER Q U E E N  by LIN D Y 'S  PRIDE
2 ,2 :0 0 .1 ,3 ,1 :5 7 .3  ($396,209.00) Triple Crown winner of 
Hambletonian, Kentucky Futurity, Yonkers Futurity, 
Dexter Cup, Colonial, etc. B U R G ER  Q U E E N  has already 
produced B U R G O M ES TER : 2 ,2 :0 5 .4 ;3 ,1:56.3 ($ 4 3 5 ,4 11). 
Winner of Hambletonian and multiple stakes winner; 
B R O S E, 2 :0 1.3 ; etc. W ITS EN D ’ S T R IB U T E is by a world 
champion Hambletonian winner out of a dam who was 
sired by a Triple Crown winner and who has already 
produced a Hambletonian winner a one-half brother in 
blood.
W ITSEND TRIBUTE will stand for s500. in 1986. He bred the 
most trotting mares in Maine in 1985. His breeding is very 
similar to the world champion, Prakas.
For Booking Contracts Call Frank Withee, 
Farm Manager 1-946-5388
MOST HAPPY R O D p3, 1:56.4 Or Basil L.Kellis, Owner At 1-324-2841
( Ricci Reenies Best - Sweet Rum) LAVISH ACRES
Scarborough two year old track record-holder. Standing his first 
season at stud for a fee of $500.;: , V , . .  .
Greene, Maine
Foals Eligible To Maine Stakes And New Enalancf Sulky Championship
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Hear ye! Hear ye!
The Rebels are coming! The Rebels are coming!
Two year olds by Rebel Bret are in training 
to race in ’86 and they are really impressive!
Both fillies and colts deserve your attention.
K.J.’s REBEL (Rebel Bret-K.J.K.) Jogs At Scarborough Downs
REBEL BRET
BRET HANOVER - PROPELLER
T he H an d so m e , W ell-B red  S tallion  
H as A R ecord For C onsistency On A Half-M ile Track....
Remember! Maine Bred Colts and Fillies Are Expected To Compete
In The Breeders Stakes On Half-Mile Tracks!
Book your mares today while the stud fee remains at a reasonable $600.
All foals eligible to Maine Breeders Stakes, New England Sulky Championships and Royal Stallion Stakes.
C ontact Lynn-Marie Smith, Farm Manager
THE DUPUIS FARM
116 Buxton Road 
Saco, Maine Tel. 207-284-4726
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SPRINGFEST *
Sire: NEVELE PRIDE
2, 1:58.3-4, 1:54.4 $873,238.
(Star’s Pride 1:57.1-Thankful 2:03.2 H oot M on 2:00)
W orld  Cham pion-Three Times 
“Horse of the Year.” Sire of 52 in 2:00 
and D am s of 23 in 2:00.
Dam: WEEPING CHERRY
D am  of: Spring M usic 3, 2:04.1m. 
Spring Fest 2, 2:03h 
Proud Spirit 2, 2:03. lh
Second Dam:
G A Y  B LO SSO M  3, 2:00 (Florican)
’74 W eeping Cherry 3, 2:05.3 (Speedy Scot)
’76 Nature Laver 3, 2:01.4h. (Speedster) Sweden
’77 Scents Appeal (Speedster) Broodm are-Castleton
’80 Gay Belle  Hanover (Bonefish) Hanover Farm
FLEET FURY
is the im age of his sire
SMOG
p. l:58.4h $234,536.
’83 Surface Lure (Bonefish) 2, 2:04.1-’85
This stallion has a powerful trotting 
background and should enhance the 
capability of respectable mares to 
produce trotting fillies and colts that 
would upgrade the Maine Stakes and New  
England Sulky Championship programs.
By
Private Treaty
One o f the prem ier race horses o f his year who is now  
1 a leading Ontario sire with m ore than 50 in 2:00 and  
$8,478,173 earned by his off string.
W ith A  Dam  Like
FLEET DONUT
p. 2, 2:01-3, 2:00.3, who is by G O O D  T IM E p. 1:57.4, 
is a lso the dam  of:
• Adm iral Bret p. 2, 2:03-3, 2:01.2 $168,789. (Bret 
H anover)
• Shy D aw n d . 2, 1:59.3 $121,892. (M eadow  Skipper)
D am  of: Gay Sunrise p. 2, 1:58.2 (Bret Hanover) 
Shy Spring (two yr. o ld ) (Bret Hanover)
• F leet Decision  p. 3, 1:57.4 $194,912 (M eadow  
Sk ipper)
• Fleeting (Cuddy Farm -Broodm are) (M eadow  Skip­
per) .
• Stalwart p. 2,1:59.1-3, t.t. 1:54.1 $60,829. (N iatross)
• Fluently (Two Year O ld ) (N iatross)
H ow  Can You  Miss?
Update: STALWART, her three year old by Niatross sold on Jan. 
19th at The Meadowlands for $70,000.
Fee For 1986: $500.
Eligible To: M.S.B.S. And N.E.S.C.
In 1986 These Stallions Will Be Standing At:
THE DUPUIS FARM
116 Buxton Rd.
Saco, Me. Tel. 207-284-4726
Lynn-Marie Smith, M anager
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KEYSTONE TRYST
3.2.04.4h 2.00m ($34,561)
By HICKORY PRIDE TT 1:59.2 ($166,666). Multiple stakes 
winner at 2 and 3. FFA and invitational winner. Sire of 29 
in 2:00; including Carlisle 4,T1:57, Ima Lula 4 1:57.1, Fresh 
Yankee 4, T 1:57.2. Cold Comfort 4 1:57.2 ect. Sired dams 
of 33 in 2:00 including World Champion Green Speed 3,1:55.3, 
World Champion, T.V. Yankee 2, 1:56, Banker Barker 3, 
1:56.2, Keystone Sister 3, l:58f.
1st Dam
KEYSTONE TRULY by B.F. Coaltown 3TT 2.00.1.
Dam of:
KEYSTONE TRYST 3TT2.04.4 4, 2.001 $34,561 by Hickory Pride 
KEYSTONE THORN 2, 2.06, 5, 2.02.2, t $10,006 by Hickory Pride 
KEYSTONE TALENT 2, 2.06.4 bm by Hickory Pride 
KEYSTONE TANGO 2.09.3 by Hickory Pride
2nd Dam
TISSIE HILL 2, 2.12h, 3, 2.04 by Nibble Hanover 1.58 
Dam of:
TAMMIE HILL 2, 2.04.2, 3, 1.59.2 to $107,406 bm by B.F. Coaltown 
TOBY HILL 3, 2.03.4 t $24,511 by B.F. Coaltown 
TRI HILL 4. 2.05 by Alladdin Hill 
TROPHY HILL 2, 2:10 by B.F. Coaltown
TRANQUILITY HILL m by B.F. Coaltown dam of Activated 2, 2.00 
TREASURE HILL m by B.F. Coaltown dam of Salty 2, 01.1 t $170,245
3rd Dam
SCOTCH HILL TT 2.06.1 by Hoot Mon 3.2.00 
Dam of:
SODA HILL 2, 2.05, 3TT 1.58.4 t $111,947 by B.F. Coaltown 
HILAND HILL 31.59.2 t $93,458 by B.F. Coaltown 
SOLO HILL 2, 2.05.4 TT 1.59.4 t $85,000 m by B.F. Coaltown 
SPECIAL HILL 3TT 2.02.2 m by B.F. Coaltown 
SCARLET HILL 3, 2.033 to $40,258 m by B.F. Coaltown 
TISSIE HILL 2, 2.12, 3, 2.04 m by Nibble Hanover 
MONA HILL 2.04.2 t $38,875 m by Victory Sing 
VICKIE HILL 2, 2.08.2 3, 2.07.2 by Victory Sing
MONTE HILL 2, 2.09 3, 2.07, by Florican _  .  d » /*n n
SCOTTY HILL 2.08.2 t $15,083 by Florican M l l U  -T c c  l $ O U U .
SHERYL’S NUMBER
p, 3, 2.00 4, 1.59.4
By ALBATROSS p, 2, 1.57.4; 3, 1:54.4; l:54.3f-l:55.3h 
($1,201,470). At 2, winner L.B. Sheppard Pace, Roosevelt 
Futurity’, Hanover Colt S., Geers S., Fox S., etc. At 3, winner 
Cane Pace, Messenger S., Prix d’Ete, Battle of Brandywine, 
Adios S., Gaines Memorial, American Pacing Classic and heat 
of Little Brown Jug. At 4, winner Realization Pace, 
American-National Futurity, American Pacing Classic.
1st Dam
DANCING BRETTA p, 2, 2.12; 3, 2.03 ($4,243) by Bret Hanover p, 4, TT1.53.3.
Dam of 5 foals older than 2 with 1 mare bred and 4 record performers including:
RACY MARK p, 3, 2.00.3; 5, 1.55 ($85,000) by Race Time 
DANCEALOT p, 2, 2.01; 3, 1.57; 4, 1.56 ($110,000) by Silent Majority 
ELDERBERY WINE p, 3, TT1.56, 1.58 ($45,000) by Niatross 
SHERYL’S NUMBER p, 3, 2.00; p, 4, 1.59.4 by Albatross (racing).
2nd Dam
SONJA LOBEL p, 2, 2.07.3 by Overtrick p, 3, 1.57
Dam of 8 foals older than 2 with 2 mares bred and 6 starters including:
STIR CRAZY p, 2, 2.02f; 4, 1.56m ($85,000) by Silent Majority 
- STATUS SEEKER p, 2, 2.00; 3, 1.59.2 ($155,735) by Bret Hanover 
BRASSY BRET p, 2.003 ($132,147) by Bret Hanover 
DANCING BRETTA p, 2.03.3 ($4,434) by Bret Hanover 
SONJA VIKING p, 3. 2.07brm by Adios Vic 
PICCOLO PLAYER p, 2.02h by Silent Majority
MAR JIM TIGER bm by Race Time dam of Erie Shores p, 1.59.2 ($95,000)
3rd Dam
DANCING CHEETAH p, 3 TT2.03 by Scottish Pence p, TT1.57.4 
Dam of 12 foals with 3 mares bred and 9 starters including:
DEFENDER LOBELL p, 1.58 ($43,508) by Majestic Hanover 
DILLON LOBELL p, 1.58.4 ($113,700) by Nansemond 
DEB LOBELL p, 1.59.4 ($134,341) by Adios Vic 
DAN LOBELL p, 2.03.2 ($20,287) by Bengazi Hanover 
DELILAH LOBELL p, 2, 2.07.3 by Overtrick
CHEETAH LOBELL brm by Overtrick, dam of Taurus Romeo p, 1.55.2 ($671 095) 
HAMILTON'S BEST p, 1.57.4 ($129,224)
Stud F ee: $500.
p, 3, 2.02.3h $66,000 
By RACE TIME p, 2, 1:58.3; 3, 1:57 ($486,955) at 2 winner 
of the Fox stake at 3 winner of the Cane Pace and numerous 
other stake events and fast overnight invitationals. Sire of 219 
in 2.00 and 557 in 2.05 including Dream Maker p, 1.54.3, Lime 
Time p, 1:54.3, Make Mine Sable p, 3, 1.54.3, Slipstream p,
1.54.4, Shock Treatment p, 4,1.54.4 Race Power p, 1.55, Sired 
Dams of 211 in 2.00.
1st Dam
RICCI REENIE p, 3, 2.01 by Santo Eden
Dam of 13 foals with 12 record performers including:
RICCI REENIE TIME p, 2, 1.56 $300,000bh by Race Time.
BUGGY RIDE p, 2, 2.01; 3, 1.57.1 $10,975bm by Race Time
MANNART TORNADO p, 2, 2.05; 3, 1.58.2 $169,042bk by Lightning Strikes
RICCI REENA MARINE p, 2.00h $39,00bh by Race Time
MANNART RICCI p, 3, 2.01 $4,038bm by Warm Breeze
RICCI REENIE FIRST p, 2.02h $122,651 bm by Tar Heel. Dam of Stone Racer
MANNART ALBARIC p, 2, 2.03.2; 3, 2.00.1 bh by Albatross
RICCI BOLD PAYSTER p, 2.02.3h $66,000bh by Race Time
SPRUCEM UP p, 2.02.4by by Race Time
FULL BROTHER p, 2.03.4 $39,000bh by Race Time
RICCI REENIE’S BEST p, 2.03.3h bh by Tar Heel. Already a 2.00 sire
2nd Dam
FINGO’S QUEEN p, 2.07.4 by Calumet Fingo
Dam of 9 foals with 2 mares bred and 5 record performers including:
SEMINOLE CHIEF p, 1.56 $39,903bh by Race Time 
SANTO SAL p, 2.00 $20,'885bg of Santo Eden 
RICCI REENIE p, 3, 2.01.2 $29,873bm by Santo Eden 
RUTH O’BRIEN p, 2.03.2bm by Grand Time 
ACTIVE TIME p, 2.07.4bm by Grand Time 
Production Record:
From only 3 very limited crops,
RACE ME VICTORIA p, 2.03 h, racing 
GAELIC TERRORIST p, 2 03.2 h, racing 
GAELIC SHAMAN p, 2 03.3 h, racing 
UNSTABLE RICK p, 2.03.4 h, racing 
GAELIC VISION p, 2.04.3 h, racing 
GAELIC TABITHA p, 2.10.2, racing 
TC’S SIZZLE starter at 2, racing
ROMANO HANOVER
p, 1.58.4 ($143,000)
By TORPID P, 2, 1.58 ($25,688) Retired at the time as one 
of the fastest 2 year olds in his era. He met and defeated 
the country ’s top 2 year olds on the Grand Circuit. Winner 
of numerous stake races. Sire of 253 pacers with 11 in 2.00, 
126 in 2.05. Sired dams of 75 in 2.00 and 325 in 2.05.
1st Dam
ROMOLA HANOVER p, 1.59 by Tar Heel p. 1.57 
starters with 10 in 2.00 13 in 2.03 and 15 in 2.10 including 
ROMEO HANOVER p, 1.56 $658,000 by Dancer Hanover. Sire of 54 in 2.00. 
ROMULUS HANOVER p, 1.57 $441,000 by Dancer Hanover. Sire of 5 in 2.00. 
ROMALIE HANOVER p, 1.57 $348,000 by Dancer Hanover. Dam of 3 in 2.00.
RORTY HANOVER p, 2, 1.57 $63,000 by Albatross. Sire of 46 in 2.00.
IRISH JIMMY p, 1.53 $176,000 by Albatross.
ROMANO HANOVER p, 1.58.4 $133,000 by Torpid. Sire of 22 in 2.00.
NEVELE BIGSHOT p, TT 1.59 $29,000 by Dancer Hanover. Sire of 17 in 2.00. 
DEXTER HANOVER p, 1.58 $332,000 by Dancer Hanover. Sire of 7 in 2.00.
ROSIE HANOVER p, 158.3 by Best of All. Dam of 2 in 2.00.
REMUS DEXTER p, 2.00
ROMAINE HANOVER p, 2.03.2 by Dancer Hanover. Dam of Kawartha Skipper 
ROMETTE HANOVER p, 2, 2.08.3 by Dancer Hanover. Dam of 2 in 2.00.
ROMONA HANOVER p, 2, 2.02 by Dancer Hanover.
ROMIE HANOVER by Albatross. Dam of Rozzie Hanover p, 1.55.
Her foals have made almost 2 1/2 million dollars at the races.
2nd Dam
ROMOLA HAL P, 3, TT 2.00.3 by Hal Dale 
Dam of:
NEWPORT ALI p, TT 1.58 
SENATOR SPARKLE p, 2.00.4h $100,000 
ROMOLA HANOVER p, 1.59h 
RITZY HANOVER p, 2, 2.00 $127,000 
ROME HANOVER p, 2.02.2h 
ROCHELLE HANOVER p, 2, 2:03.4 
ROMANTIC HANOVER p, 2:04 4
Stud Fee: $900.
CEXD~MILE FAILTE FARM
Owners: Marilyn And Paul Branagan Bull Run Rd. RFD 2 Box 850 Greene. Me. 04236 Tel. 207-946-5628
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Navicular Disease
By CAROLINE GRIFFITTS ’88
Views
Lam eness due to navicular lam eness will progress. If the ob- 
disease was first described struction to circulation is extensive, 
clinically over 200 years ago. areas of bone m ay become necrotic 
Classically, the lam eness has been (dead) and la ter the cartilage m ay 
considered an arthritic condition be dam aged. These necrotic areas 
*esulting from navicular bursitis are  seen as radiolucent areas within 
and subsequent degeneration of the the bone.
flexor cartilage of the navicular Many treatm ents have been 
bone and dam age to the deep flexor suggested for navicular disease, but 
tendon. Currently, the lam eness is m ost have been successful only in 
attributed to ischemia (oxygen tem porarily  eliminating clinical 
deprivation) due to arteriosclerosis signs or delaying the progress of the 
and thrombosis in the arte ries disease. Many, such as the injection 
supplying the navicular bone. of cortisone, have been aim ed at
N avicular disease can occur in trea ting  an arthritic condition, 
horses of any age perform ing any P a lm ar digital neurectom y -- cut- 
type of work, but is most common in ting the nerves tha t supply sensation 
hunters and jum pers. Work on hard  to the area -- elim ates the signs of 
ground, conformation characterized lam eness, but does not a lter the 
by an upright pastern or shoulder progress of the disease. Additionally 
and feet too sm all for the size of the the severed nerve endings may 
horse’s body all predispose a horse sprout new nerve parts which result 
to navicular disease. The horse in pain some tim e after surgery, 
develops a chronic progressive R esearch at Cornell by Dr. John 
lam eness, usually in the forelimbs, Cummings and Dr. Susan Fubini is 
although it can also affect the hin- addressing this problem through the 
dlimbs. Afflicted horses show a use of a nerve toxin. In other 
short cranial (forward) phase of the research , anticoagulant thereapy 
stride, stumble often and tend to with w arfarin seemed prom ising 
land on the toe first. At rest, the initially as a means of slowing the 
horse may point one foot or stand throm bosis. However, the difficulty 
with both front feet extended farth e r in determ ining the proper dose, the 
than normal. The horse will go sound continued daily trea tm ents needed, 
after a nerve block of the pa lm ar and the possibility of hem orrhage 
(posterior) digital nerves, m ake this drug unattractive to m any 
Radiographs of the navicular bone owners and veterinarians, 
show areas of decreased bone At present, an alternative therapy 
density (appearing black on the is being tested. Isoxsuprine 
film ) corresponding to the distal hydrochloride is a peripheral 
nutrient foram ina, or perforations in vasodilator which acts as a smooth 
the bone, where the blood supply muscle relaxant. It has been used in 
enters the bone. Normally these are veterinary  obstetrics and to trea t 
cone-shaped, but in chronic hum an ischemic disorders. If it will 
navicular disease, they are la rg e r cause vasodilation and thus in- 
and round or “ lollipop” shaped. creased  blood flow in the lower
One theory is that the disease lim bs of horses, isoxsuprine would 
appears to s ta rt with partia l or be useful to trea t navicular disease 
com plete obstruction of the digital by reducing ischemia. Clinical tria ls  
or navicular arteries. This ob- in A ustralia have been encouraging, 
struction may 1i>e due either to with 83% of horses diagnosed with 
proliferation of tissue in the a rte ria l navicular disease becoming sound 
walls or to thrombosis (blood clot with isoxsuprine therapy. The im- 
adhered to vessel wall). This provem ent persisted for variable 
reduces the blood supply, causing lengths of tim e after trea tm en t 
ischem ia of the bone, which is ended.
probably the cause of pain. Currently, studies are under way 
Collateral circulation and sup- a t Cornell to evaluate isoxsuprine 
plem entary circulation from the for trea tm en t of navicular disease, 
outer covering of the bone Dr. Lance Bell is studying the ef- 
(periosteum ) develop in response to ficacy of oral isoxsuprine paste in 
the ischem ia resulting in the the trea tm en t of navicular disease, 
enlarged nutrient foram ina seen Drs. Nora Matthews, Charles Short 
radiographically. If the collateral and Robin Gleed are evaluating the 
circulation is adequate, the cardiovascular effects of oral and 
ischem ia will resolve and the injected isoxsuprine in horses. The 
lam eness will disappear. However, results of these trials m ay indicate if 
if the secondary blood supply is also this drug is promising as an ef- 
affected by thrombosis, the fective trea tm ent for navicular 
ischem ia and its associated disease.
---------Foals Of The Month---------- 1
SIRE AND DAM SEX OWNER
Best Jeffrey-Britzer Kate filly Lavish Acres
Rebel Bret-Fire When Ready filly Dupuis Farm
Good Chris-Ar Tara filly Conant Stable
Trusty Dream-Flying Minnie K colt Smith & Howell
Cool Wind-Girl Friday colt Dr. Alroy Chow
Trusty Dream-Mosty Happy Jill filly Bob Irving
The Andover Story-Keep Movin colt Fernald Farm
Trusty Dream-Misty Ridge colt Ron Smith
Persuadable-Lou Can Tangle filly Charlie Day
Trusty Dream-Jay Bini colt Carol Tuttle
My Bill Forwood-Lucindy colt Charles Main
Trusty Dream-Ardina Sterling filly Smith & Howell
Royal Reward-Greenacres Bunny filly Fernald Farm
Stephen O-Tulip Poplar filly Roger Dolan
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Farmington Update By BLANCHE CHASE
The Farmington Horsemen held their 
annual meeting and banquet Feb. 2 at the 
Legion Hall in Farmington with several 
in attendance, including special guests 
Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Cobb, track an­
nouncer from Lewiston, Roger Ladd, 
director of the Franklin County Agricul­
tural Society from Farmington, Brad 
Alexander, owner of the New England 
Sulky from Lewiston, and Mr. and Mrs. 
Owen Butler, assistant to George Whit­
man in the pari-mutuals, from Bangor.
Bob Cushing opened the meeting with 
a moment of silence in memory of 
Murray Smith who passed away Dec. 1st. 
He then brought the horsemen up to date 
on area events, including the annual 
treasure hunt which will be held later 
this year, date pending. The finance 
report was read, with some of the 
monies on hand going for plowing the 
track, the horsemen’s outing on the last 
day of fair, the hiring of the Legion Hall, 
and flowers for the sick and departed. 
The horsemen also agreed to donate 
$100.00 to the M.H.H.A. Scholarship 
Fund.
Rick Cushing presented leather halters 
to the six most outstanding horses from 
Farmington. The best two year old, 
Gaelic Commander owned by Clifford 
O’Rourke from Camden and trained by 
Albert Smith, the best three year old 
Chinbro Skipya, owned by Kathy Conant 
of Strong and trained by Clint Conant. 
The highest money earner of $9,000 was 
Timelywyn Breeze owned by Terry and 
Norman Corson of Kingfield, and trained 
by Earland Danforth. The fastest trotter 
was Ironstone Ore 2:06.1 owned by 
Connie Davis of Farmington and trained 
by Barry Davis. The fastest pacer was 
Surprise Rythm 2:01.4 owned by Ralph 
Conant of Turner and trained by Clint 
Conant. News Image had the most wins
with nine, owned by Kathy Conant and 
trained by Clint Conant.
Gift certificates were presented to 
Shannon Smith, Blanche Chase, and 
Nancy Chase for their work on the 
blanket program. Shannon also gave her 
annual report on this program which has 
been so successful for six years, thanks 
to our many sponsors. A clock in the 
shape of Maine was presented to Morris 
Wing and his wife Elaine for all the work 
and support Morris gives to the track and 
horsemen all year, and to his lovely wife 
who is always there to lend a helping 
hand.
Guest speakers were Morris Wing, 
track official, who spoke on the condition 
of the local oval, and the new track 
records set by trotter Candy Man Speed, 
and pacer Fuel Pincher. Mary Smith 
spoke on the Maine Breeders meeting 
and banquet which she attended with 
Nancy Chase at Steckino’s Restaurant in 
Lewiston. Some of the points brought out 
were raising of the stallion fee from 
$25.00 to $100.00, and the seeding of stake 
races which is not legal. Sheridan Smith, 
a director of the M.H.H.A., spoke of race 
dates and simulcasting at the Lewiston 
and Scarborough tracks. He also spoke 
of having the M.H.H.A. directors chosen 
in a manner so that each region would 
be represented, instead of just one area.
After the meeting a banquet was held 
with prime rib served for the main 
course, prepared by our own chef, Phil 
Coty. An auction preceeded the meal 
with items donated by the horsemen and 
area business establr ’ ments, to raise 
money for the coml.’g j  ar. Bob Cushing 
was auctioneer.
To round out an enjoyable day, Donnie 
Trask provided a T.V. and V.C.R. to 
show movies of all the horses that broke 
track records in 1985.
Maine Study Report
The Brennan-appointed Maine Harness 
Racing Advisory Study Committee re­
cently concluded its report and placed 
recommendations on the Governor’s 
desk.
Report A-Recommendations to Maine 
Harness Racing Commission.
• Increased promotion of harness 
racing on the State level ie. as with State 
lottery.
• A re-evaluation of the drug-testing 
capability currently in use.
• The appeal process should be ex­
pedited so as to facilitate prompt de­
cisions.
• No post-drug-conviction transfers of 
horses from one stable to another 
without approval.
• A required training program for all
racing officials in the State.
• A review of licensing critera with 
specific requirements necessary.
• Removal of the present ceiling on 
fines and suspensions with increased 
penalties assigned.
Report B- Concurrent Racing by 
Maine’s Extended Meets.
The results of a poll completed by 
Northeast Research recently concluded 
that 65% of horsemen and patrons were 
in favor of an expanded racing schedule. 
As both Scarborough Downs and Lewis­
ton Raceway flatly refused a trial period 
of concurrent racing, the committee 
recommended a mutually agreed upon 
expansion of the current extended meet 
schedule that would address the needs of 
the industry as a whole.
The Blue Ribbon Study Committee (1. to r.) Irving Issacson, Maitland Richardson, 
Dana Chiids, Kay Evans - Assoc. Comm., Eric Moynihan, Jean Emerson, Ed 
Kelleher and Andy Wolf.
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“DOC" PARSHALLOut Of The Past by Bob Lowell
Hugh Maynard Parshall - Harness racings famous “Doc.”
When the Grand Circuit shipped into 
Maine back in the 1930’s, it was racing’s 
“Show of Shows.” The stars were the 
immortal horses and drivers of the old 
gentry. It was a generation marked by 
flamboyance and pomposity. One vet­
eran says, “We thought they were 
celebrities.”
An immortal contemporary of that 
caste, but probably not a close member, 
was a highly skilled, accomplished 
horseman- Dr. Hugh M. Parshall.
Parshall’s rise in harness racing had 
been meteroic. In the 1920’s, he had cut 
a wide swarth through his home state of 
Ohio. By the early 1930’s, he had 
emerged as a nationally recognized 
leading reinsman. By the time he was 41, 
he had been the nation’s leading race 
winner 13 or the prior 14 seasons. He also 
had led the country in purse winnings 
three consecutive seasons.
Born during the Spanish American 
War in 1898, he later served as a young 
man in the U.S. Army. Upon returning 
he left his home town of Hillsboro to 
enter the Indiana Vet school, and in 1920 
he gained his first 2:10 ride.
One year that Parshall didn’t gain the 
leading driver title was 1936 when 
Jimmy Jordan, himself a rising star, led 
the nation with 69 and “Doc” had 65. 
Parshall started 19 horses that year and 
Jane Azoff was his headline performer. 
That mare won ten races, McElwyn 
Abbe took eight and he scored seven 
times with Calumet Epsom.
GOOD HORSES
Francis Jenkins, a retired railroad 
express agent at Old Orchard, re­
members Parshall at the old Kite Track, 
“He might have been kind of a loner-but 
he had damn good horses.”
Good horses Parshall certainly had. In 
1934, Parshall stock finished first and 
second in the Hambletonian. “Doc” won 
it with Lord Jim and his brother Daryl 
finished second with Muscletone. 
Muscletone incidently was later ex­
ported to Europe and was owned by IL 
Duce, Mussolini.
As a trainer-driver he developed and 
raced some of the greats. Some of the 
others include: Hambletonian winner 
Peter Astra (1939), Transylvania win­
ners Pronto Don and Spentell. Me I Win, 
Charming Gratten, Counterpart, Her 
Ladyship, Single Stine, etc.
He brought out the three famous 
brothers Chief Counsel. Blackstone and 
King’s Counsel. This feat maybe only 
rivaled by Tom Berry who earlier 
developed the three famous trotting 
sisters for Hanover Shoe Farm.
Chief Counsel and Blackstone were 
taken out of the Walnut Hall consign­
ment in the New York sale by Parshall 
in 1936 and 1937 respectively. He bought 
them for owner B.C. Mayo of Tarboro, 
N.C. Chief Counsel was named two year 
old pacer of the year in 1937 and in 1938 
paced in 1:57 % as a three year old.
In the spring of 1939, Blackstone was 
being hailed as the next two minute 
pacer and Parshall hung a 1:59 V2 record 
on the three year old. At Old Orchard 
that year he swept to victory winning 
three straight heats in 2:01 Vi, 2:01 V4, 
and 2:01 % defeating Duke of York with 
Harry Short in the Sulky.
The third, brother, King’s Counsel, the 
arch rival of Adios, became the world 
champion two year old with a 2:01 V4 
mile at Old Orchard in 1942. He was 
owned by Parshall with E.P. Cray of 
Bellows Falls, Vermont.
Another great pacer in the Parshall 
stable was Fearless Peter who won 16-17 
starts becoming the country’s leading 
money winning pacer and three year old 
of the year. He came to Maine un­
defeated in 1940.
Jenkins adds, “It took two grooms to 
lead him onto the track and two hours to 
un-harness him afterwards.” He was 
notoriously ill-mannered but Parshall 
put a two-minute record on him later in 
the year.
In 1949, the last season he was really 
active, Parshall had a pair of good colts, 
for Hayes Fair Acres Stable. A two year 
old trotter was named Lusty Song picked 
up a record of 2:02 1/5 and Dudley picked 
up a 2:08 4/5 mark before being sidelined 
with a mishap.
As three year olds, Lusty Song won the 
Hambo and Dudley the Little Brown Jug 
with Parshall’s friend and protege Del 
Miller in the sulky.
THE LEGEND
Parshall drove his last race at 
Marysville, Ohio, winning with Scotch 
Pal. He died at 52. Parshall. considered 
by some to be aloof, had been an 
imposing figure on the “Roar’in Grand.”
Impeccably attired, but probably not 
as dashing as a Vic Fleming, Parshall 
may have been more on the order of a 
military man. He leaves the impression 
of being commanding, will disciplined 
and studious.
A patrician-like figure to be sure, with 
an ever present kitchen match in his 
mouth, he earned all the accollades of 
his day. But he is remembered more for 
what he gave, than what he received. He 
left us a rich legacy of memories.
The man was a legend.
We are indebted to Dean Hoffman and 
Hugh “Bud” Parshall. Without their 
assistance this article would not have 
been possible. The Editor
ON THE RAIL PHILP,NES
There’s a term  used in harness 
racing — you don’t hear it much 
anym ore — that is used to describe a 
special place. I t’s called the “ magic 
circ le .”
Magic circle really isn’t a place — 
geographically. I t’s a time-place. 
When a tro tter or a pacer went a 
mile in two minutes or less, he had 
entered the “ magic circle,” that 
special place where few other horses 
had been privileged to enter. No 
wonder we don’t hear much about it 
anym ore.
Two minute miles in harness 
racing nowadays are about as 
common as the house fly. They’re 
buzzing everywhere. If we were to 
establish another “ magic circ le” we 
might drop the time down to 1:55 — 
one minute, fifty-five seconds. But 
even that zipalong speed is garden 
variety, too. Through 1984 there had 
been nearly 400 pacers tha t had 
travelled a mile in 1:55 or faster. 
Only eleven tro tters had ac­
complished the same thing but 
you’re got to rem em ber there are  a 
heckuva lot more pacers on the 
tracks today than there are tro tters. 
And pacers have always had the 
edge on speed over their diagonally 
gaited brothers.
From  the beginning of this century 
there were only a couple of pacers 
who could let it around a mile track  
in 1:55. One of them was Dan Patch, 
tha t all-American sports hero who 
did it in 1905 only to be disqualified 
because they had used a wind-shield, 
attached to a running horse ahead of 
him, to break the wind’s resistance. 
Dan cam e back and paced a 1:55V4 
mile, without a windshiled, to go into 
the record books as the champion.
Thirty-three years went by — a 
long tim e between drinks — before 
anyone broke that record. This tim e, 
it was Billy Direct who did it and at 
the sam e track  in Lexington, Ken­
tucky. Another 17 years and along 
cam e Adios H arry, a dark  brown 
horse who equalled the m ark despite 
all the equipment he wore. That was 
a t Vernon Downs in upstate New 
York: 1:55 in 1955.
Adios Butler, Bret Hanover and 
Steady S tar chipped more seconds 
off the record until N iatross broke
the 1:50 barrie r and the tim e cam e 
tum bling down to 1:49.1. Now the son 
of N iatross -  N ihilator- will go faster 
than his daddy. The day may not be 
far away when the new “ magic 
circ le” will, be 1:50. Not exactly 
earth-shaking news but it has many 
a head shaking by those who once 
thought two minutes was pretty  fair 
tim e for a harness horse.
During the same era when the 
term  “ magic circle” was being 
bandied about on the sports pages, 
another name popped up on tne 
dance floors that had a racing 
sound: fox trot. Of course, those of 
us who date back to the age of the 
Big Bands, the fox tro t was a dance 
— the kind where a boy actually got 
a chance to hold his girl. It origin, 
however, was more horsey than 
Dorsey. The fox trot is one of the 
gaits permissible for the five gaited 
horse and has noting to do with 
harness racing. The race horse 
tro tte r strikes the ground with his 
feet in pairs; the left front foot and 
righ t hind foot striking at the sam e 
tim e. So do the right front foot and 
left hind foot. If you listen to them  
you’ll hear a two-four tim e in m usic : 
one, two, one, two.
Okay, now, le t’s fox trot. The sam e 
diagonal gait, left hind foot and right 
forefoot moving together, just like 
the right hind and left fore. But 
th e re ’s a difference. The forefoot 
strikes the ground an instant before 
the hind foot on the opposite side. So 
w hat you get is a syncopated beat.
What I ’m trying to show you today 
is how horse term s creep into our 
everyday language without our 
realizing they are connected in any 
way to our four-legged friends. Gig, 
for exam ple, used to be a heavy two­
wheeled vehicle pulled by heavy 
harness horses. Today it describes 
an engagem ent played by 
musicians.
There’s only one way to com bat 
this. The next time someone asks 
you to dance when the orchestra is 
playing “ Stardust,” get down on all 
fours and trot. Making sure, of 
course, that your right front foot 
strikes the dance floor an instant 
before the hind foot on the opposite 
side.
Nihilator annexes another win driven by the talented Bill 
O’Donnell, on his way to becoming Horse of the Year.
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---- MY BILL FORWOOD
. . p. 1:56.1. l:56.3h $833,163.
(Isle of Wight- Deborah Joan- Nick Scott)
Unner of Multiple N.J. Sires Stakes, Graduate Series 
itake, Multiple legs and final o f George Morton Levy  
eries (Y on k ers  and R oosevelt), President’s Pace  
M aine) twice, Numerous F.F.A. events.
Ine of the greatest half-m ile track  perform ers in the 
listory of harness racing. Hailed on Meadowlands 
lacew ay billboard as “ K ing of the Half-M ile T rack s94! 
las these outstanding qualities:
COM FORM ATION — “Classic” every piece in the 
ight place.
SPEED — “ Fastest horse I have ever driven,” —
John (Sonny ) Patterson, Jr.
SOUNDNESS — Raced and beat the best every year.
PE R SO NA LITY  — “ Nice to w ork  w ith " — 
tester (B u d ) Pullen, Line Keene, W arren  Strout, Tim  
•owers, D.V.H.
Special Honors
1980 — N.J. Sires 3 yr. old colt pacing champion
1981 — N.J. Sires 4 yr. old pacing champion
1981 — Del Val (D e law are  V a lley ) Horse of the Y e a r
1981 — U.S.T.A. D istrict 12 (N .J .) Horse o f the Y e a r
1982 — IJ.S.T.A. D istrict 12 (N .J .) P ace r o f the Y e a r
1983 — S.O.A. (N .Y . ) aged P acer o f the Y ea r
My Bill F o rw ard  defeated horses like  
Ghenghis Khan 1:51.4
Fan H anover T l:50.4  
Caram ore 1:55.2
Justin Passin T 1:53.2 
Doe's Fella 1:54.1
Safe A rriv a l 1:54.1
J.D.’s Buck 1:54.3 
M iller’s Scout 1:54.4
Fight The Foe 1:56.2 
Trenton Time 1:57
STAM INA — Did it the hard way, usually on the front Eligible to Maine Sires Stakes and New  England Sulky  
nd. ' ' Championship
My Bill Forwood poses in the winner’s circle at the Meadowlands.
Standing at P ittsfie ld . M aine
S O M E R S E T  S T A N D A R D B R E D  FARM
Fee — $1500.
V eterin arian  — Tim P o w ers  D .V .M . — Tel. 307-487-5810  
O w ners — A lro v  A. and Eastlvn  B. Chow
■................ ................... ..... .................... .. 11 , .  . . i , 1. »* * i 
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... Standing A t S tThe Pacing Stallion
SAMPLE
(M ost H appy  Fella — Seldom B eat)
Suzie DiBiase poses with Sample Beat after a qualifying drive at Scarborough Downs.
Sire: M O ST  H APPY FELLA p .2 , 2:01.3f-3, 
1:55 ($419,033) World C ham pion . Triple  
crown w inner and  vo ted  “Pacer of th e  
Y e a r ”. Sire of  347 in 2:00, including .. . .  
A R M BRO  AUSSIE p . 3 , 1:51.4 — CAM  
FELLA p . 4 , 1:53.1 — TOY POODLE p . 3 , 
1:53.4 etc. Sired d a m s  of  69 in 2:00.
D am : SELDOM BEAT p .2 , 2:13.3h — 
3 ,2 :04/ by Tar Heel. From twelve foa ls  
( including  a f i l l y  f r o m  M eadow S k ip p e r ’s 
last crop) d a m  of e igh t w inners in c lu d ­
ing:
SAMPLE FELLA p . 1:55.I f  (M ost H appy  
Fella) s tan d in g  a t Heritage h arm  in New  
York fo r  a fe e  of $1500. ($232,889). 
SAMPLE COPY p .  1:59.4 (Rye Bye Byrd).  
($72,113)
SWEET AIR p. 2:01.1 ($20,398.) Airliner  
SECOND FELLA p .  2:02.1 ($16,626) M ost  
H appy  Fella Etc.
Second D am : STEADY BEAT p .2 , 2:02.2 
who is th e  d a m  of th e  fa m o u s  STEADY  
BEAU a 1:55 sire.
R em em b er!  This Is The S am e Family As S teady  Brave
S tan d in g  fo r  a f e e  o f  $500 C ontac t:
THE DIBIj
Winn Road F alm ou th
d In M aine
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The Trotting Stallion
TENDER TRAP 2M
(Speedy Crown-J\ola-Hickory Pride)
Tender Trap, the handsome Speedy Crown stallion, at the DiBiase Farm in Falmouth, Maine.
The DIABIASE FARM  in F a lm o u th , 
M aine is now the  p r o u d  owner o f  a 
t ro t t in g  stallion. TENDER TRAP was  
racing a t  th e  M eadows a t th e  t im e  o f  
co n s ig n m en t to the  select s u m m e r  sale. 
Described as a high class green t r o t t e r , 
th is  f ive  year  old  won his last tw o  s ta r ts  
and  in his record m i le 9 won wire to wire  
f r o m  the  e igh t h o le - tro t t in g  his last ha lf  
in 59.4.
TENDER TRAP is a son o f  th e  p r e p o te n t  
t r o t te r  SPEEDY CROW N 2, 2:01.2 3 , 1.57.1 
($545,495) a world  ch a m p io n  w inner  o f  
the  H a m b le to n ia n  an d  th e  In te rn a t io n a l
Trot. Sire of  103 in 2:00 an d  th e  d a m s  of  
20 in 2:00.
TENDER TRAP is also th e  fu l l  or half  
bro ther  to John  L igh tfoo t  2:03.3 an d  
B right Sword 2:04.3. He is o u t  of  th e  
produ c in g  d a m , N OLA9 a three  qu arter  or 
half  s is ter  to D itchd igger  2:00.4 and 
Nevele Linda 2:06.
W ith  f law less  con form ation  a n d  a 
superb  d isposi t ion  added  to  a respectab le  
race record , th e  sta ll ion  TEJSDER TRAP  
brings to  M aine a cross sec tion  o f  SPEED- 
S T E R - F L O R I C A I S - S T A R  9S P R I D E - 
RO D N EY-blood.
Call now an d  book y o u r  m ares fo r  th e  fe e  o f  $500.
ISE FARM
M aine Tel. 207-797-367}
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Introducing... W ILLOW  SK IPPER
Introductory 1986 Stud Fee Only $350.
WILLOW SK IPPE R  p, 1:58 m .-l:58.2h  
(Meadow Skipper-Imagine-Good Time)
Standing At:
SOMERSET STANDARDBRED STABLE 
P.O. Box 15 
Pittsfield, Me.
Tel. 207-487-5810
Foals eligible to  the Maine, New England and 
ALL NEW ROYAL STALLION STAKES!
By MEADOW SKIPPER an outstanding 
son of top producing mare IMAGINE.
Dam has 6 in 2:00!
’71 — Counselor J. p.2:00 $84,000. (Buxton Hanover)
’73 — Counselor R. p.l:59 $178,568. (Meadow Skipper)
’75 — Miss Gold Skipper T.T. 1:58.1 $205,339. (Meadow Skipper)
’77 — Willow Skipper p.’l:58 $116,991. (Meadow Skipper)
79 -  Willow Bowl p.l:55.1 $119,230. (Albatross)
’80 — Lucky Guess p. 1:57.2 $22,474. (Bret Hanover)
BREEDERS Please Note! 
First 2:00 — 2 Yr. Old 
Receives $1000.
MASTERMIND
As a two year old MASTERMIND won 6 out of 7 
starts. He showed his speed early as he won his first 
lifetime start on May 15th of his 2 year old year. He 
paced in 2:06.4 coming his last half in 1:01 to win by 
two lengths on a Vz mile track. His former trainer 
Eldon Hamer said, “MASTERMIND was not meant 
to be just another good horse, he was meant to be a 
great horse.” Only early injuries that have plagued 
this magnificent horse throughout his career have 
prevented him from taking a much faster record. 
Nevertheless, this gutsy pacer has earned over $40,000 
in less than 50 lifetime starts.
If you would like to take a shot with a poor man*s 
Albatross then breed to MASTERMIND. He has 
already successfully test bred three mares. MASTER­
MIND is standing at Skip Hart's Kuinwood Morgan 
Farm in Waldoboro. Stud fee for a live foal is only 
$400.00. For more information call: Robert Cain 
207-236-3718 or Skip Hart 207-832-4676.
Son o f the Great Romeo H anover 1:56.1 
O ut o f Jefferson  Rainbow  1:59.2 
A n  Invita tiona l M eadow Skipper M are
FOALS ELIGIBLE TO MAINE BREEDERS STAKES 
AND NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMP
Mastermind as a yearling at Pin$ Hollow Stud.
In two unprecedented harness track  
promotions, The Meadowlands this 
week announced unique and 
significant program s for two groups 
tha t spell its success: patrons and 
horse owners.
The events are:
* the $1.5 million final. $150,000 
consolation NO. 1 and $100,000 
consolation NO.2 of the Woodrow 
Wilson for 2-year-old pacing colts 
and geldings;
O O U A fl B A B /E ^
AT THE MEADOWLAMDS
For its steady patrons, The 
Meadowlands will introduce 
racing’s version of the airlines’ 
frequent flyer program : a
promotion in which regu lar 
racegoers will earn bonus coupons 
th a t can be cashed in for free ad­
missions, parking, program s, 
concession stand food, discounts on 
sports events at the M eadowlands’ 
Sports Complex sister attractions, 
the Arena and Stadium; prem ium  
item s, and dinners in Pegasus, the 
tra c k ’s penthouse palace.
* the $1 million final. $100,000  
consolation NO.l and $50,000 con­
solation NO.2 of the Sw eetheart for 
2-year-old pacing fillies;
* the $1 million final and $50,000 
consolation of the P eter Haughton 
M emorial for 2-year-old trotting 
colts and geldings;
* the $600,000 final and $50,000 
consolation of the M errie Annabelle 
for 2-year-old trotting fillies;
The plan is called Meadowlands 
P referred , and patrons who sign up 
for the program  starting M arch 1 
will earn  points for each attendance 
between March 17 and July 5. The 
point cards can be redeem ed for the 
coupon books, which may be used at 
any tim e during the rem ainder of moving the juvenile events to one
* the $600,000 final and $50,000 
consolation of the Mistletoe Shalee 
for 3-year-old pacing fillies.
F inalists for the Million Dollar 
Babies races will be determ ined in 
eliminations July 17 and 19. By
1986. ‘P referred ’ patrons who cash 
in their card after 10 Meadowlands 
visits will receive a bronze book, 
worth more than $100 in goods and
giant card  -- all 12 races tha t night 
will be Million Dollar Babies finals 
and consolations -- the Meadowlands 
crea tes a m ajor new event in racing,
services; 20 trips to the track  will places 2-year-olds in a special 
earn  a silver book good for more spotlight of their own, and clears the 
than $200 in awards; and 40 track  way for full attention and promotion 
appearances will earn  a gold book for the Hambletonian, crowning 
worth more than $400 in special glory and now closing day feature of
bonuses. Gold book m em bers also 
will have a race nam ed in their 
honor.
On the race track, the Meadowlands 
will offer the richest single program  
in harness racing history — the 
Million Dollar Babies card  on 
Saturday, July 26 -- when purses of 
m ore than $5,250,000 will be aw arded 
to 2-year-old pacing and trotting 
colts and fillies and one field of 3- 
year-old pacing fillies, in 12 races
the sum m er meeting. It also tran ­
sform s what could be relatively 
weak betting events on a num ber of 
cards into one night which could 
m ore than carry  its own weight 
because of th uniqueness of the $5 
million purse destribution and 
special presentation. The five events 
involved in Million Dollar Babies 
night were scheduled on five dif­
ferent nights over a three-week 
period in 1985.
Roosevelt Stakes Program
Westbury, N.Y., Decem ber 26 — A 
stakes program  worth over $2.6  
million will be presented by 
Roosevelt Raceway in 1986, it was 
announced today by track  president, 
William B. Hopkins.
Highlighting the Spring m eeting 
(M arch 24-June 16) will be the 
George Morton Levy M emorial 
Pace. The Free-For-All Series will 
be presented at the Westbury Oval in 
four prelim inary legs winding up 
with a $130,000 (est) F inal on Friday, 
June 13th. On The Road Again set 
the Roosevelt track  m ark in the 1985 
edition of the Levy.
The biggest change in the 1986 
Stakes calendar is the elimination of
the 2-year-old P ete r Haughton & 
John Chapman M emorial Paces. 
Instead, the P eter Haughton & John 
Chapm an have become late closers 
for three-year-old colts & fillies, 
respectively. The Series’ will each 
hold two prelim inary legs with each 
series having a $50,000 (est) Final, 
the P ete r Haughton on April 17 and 
the John Chapman on May 7. The 
conditions for either series is N/W of 
3 races &/or $40,000 lifetim e as of 
Decem ber 31,1985.
Closing out the spring stakes 
program  are New York Sire Stakes 
for three-year-old colt pacers and 
three-year-old filly pacers, worth an 
estim ated $100,000 a piece.
American Horse Council
The American Horse Council’s 
national study of the horse in­
dustry ’s contributions to the United 
States economy is progressing on 
schedule and will move into one of 
its most significant phases this 
month.
Questionnaires are being m ailed 
across the country to people in­
volved in the horse business, asking 
them  to provide information about
their horse-related activities and 
pursuits. Responses to these 
questionnaires will be a key aspect 
of AHC’s effort to develop the first 
truly accurate picture of the 
Am erican horse industry and its 
economic im portance.
The American Horse CouncU 
urges all those who receive these 
questionnaires to complete and 
return them as promptly as possible.
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Career Milestones
COLUMBUS — The following is a Ron M arsh 1,454
listing of drivers approaching Dwanye P letcher 1,446
career milestones in victories. This Sam Noble III 1,441
list was generated by the USTA’s John Schroeder 1,441
com puter, and reflects career C arm an Hie 1,432
victories through the end of 1985. For Tom Brinkerhoff 1,431
the most recent totals of any driver, Steve M ahar 1,429
please contact the Publicity Office of Steve Schedlosky 1,429
the USTA. R eal Cormier 1,414
4000 WINS Ron Wrenn 1,408
Eddie Davis 3,960 g in  Popfinger 1,404
3500 WINS
Mike Lachance
T erry  Holton 1,401
3 «469 1000 WINS
Lucien Fontaine 3,415 Allan E arl Smith 987
3000 WINS
H ubert Jackson 986
Gordon Norris 983
Jack  Bailey 2,976 Ken McNutt 976
Jim  Curran 2,961 p aui M atthews 974
Bill O’Donnell 2,952 G erald H ebert 970
Jacques Hebert 2,946 E rnie Houle 970
2500 WINS
Theodore Smith 970
Norm Jones 964
Gerry Bookmyer 2,495 Kick piano 964
A1 M ayer 2,484 R ichard Carroll 963
Waldo M cllm urray 2,478 Fernand  Paquet 962
M erritt Dokey 2,466 Dick M acomber 954
Bill Well wood 2,455 p atsy C. Rapone 954
Dave Magee 2,442 George Davis 950
Yves Filion 2,423 p ete r Blood 943
Del Miller 2,420 R ichard  R. DeSantis 940
Ray McLean 2,414  Joe Anderson 939
Ronie Gass 939
2000 WINS Bill Henman 937
R obert J. Williams 1,998 p aui Myer 937
George Phalen 1,985 Ray P aver J r. 935
Jim  Grundy 1,941 M erle Finn 932
Bill Bresnahan 1,937 M arcel Dostie 931
Gaston Guindon 1,935 M ichael Noble 929
Clint G albraith l *921 Jack  P ark er J r. 926
Don McKirgan 1,911 T erry  Tomlin 926
Dave Vance 1,910 Biij Megens 923
Don Hall 1,909 Tom Vanidestine 920
John W agner 919
1500 WINS Norm McKnight 915
G abriel Boily 1,495 Danny Johnson 912
G erry Longo 1,483 Archie McNeil 912
M arc Aubin 1,479 Jesse Gosman 909
Sam Belote 1,478 G raham  Chappell 907
Bruce Nickells 1,466 Bryce Fenn 906
Bill Zendt 1,463 Dick Kent 905
Bill Faucher 1,462 J.D . Holford 904
Del Manges 1,461 JackK opas 900
COLUMBUS — Tentative dates for the Breeders Crown series have been 
announced by the Hambletonian Society, administrators of the rich championship 
series.
Two new events, made possible by the splitting of aged (for 4-year-olds and 
up) divisions by sex, brings the total number of races to 12. Nine different 
racetracks will play host to the 1986 Breeders Crown, which is estimated to be 
worth in excess of $5 million.
The races are scheduled for Friday nights, with one exception — the race at 
Freehold will be held on Saturday afternoon, October 25, as Freehold is the 
Wrigley Field of harness racing and does not have lights. The final four races 
of the series will be held in one night at Garden State Park in New Jersey, as 
part of a proposed two-hour television broadcast.
1986 BREEDERS CROWN SCHEDULE
8/29 $270,000
9/12 260,000
9/26 290,000
10/10 320,000
10/17 440,000
10/25 350,000
10/31 570,000
11/7 480,000
11/14 660,000
11/14 430,000
11/14 ‘ 440,000
11/14 490,000
(estimated purses)
Aged Pacing Mares 
Aged Trotting Mares 
Aged Trotting Horses 
Aged Pacing Horses 
Two-Year-Old Trotting Fillies 
Three-Year-Old Trotting Fillies 
Two-Year-Old Pacing Fillies 
Two-Year-Old Trotting Colts 
Two-Year-Old Pacing Colts 
Three-Year-Old Pacing Fillies 
Three-Year-Old Trotting Colts 
Three-Year-Old Pacing Colts
Greenwood Raceway, ONT 
Scioto Downs, OH 
Louisville Downs, KY 
Los Alamitos Harness, CA 
Canterbury Downs, MN 
Freehold Raceway, NJ 
Rosecroft Raceway, MD 
Pompano Park, FL 
Garden State Park, NJ 
Garden State Park, NJ * 
Garden State Park, NJ 
Garden State Park, NJ
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Ten Karet Glen won the recent $10,000 “Mr. Nashua” Invitational trot at Foxboro in 2:02 driven by Larry Garwood for the Campbells of New Paltz, N.Y.
With the largest crowd in some weeks 
on hand to see Quick Trip in her New 
England farewell appearance, a huge 
upset was staged by Ten Karat Glen and 
Larry Garwood in the $10,000 Mr. Nash­
ua Invitational Trot on Sunday, February 
9th. The race, named in honor of a well- 
known New England trotter, had been 
especially carded for Quick Trip who 
was set to be bred to Speedy Crown at 
Week’s end. Race Secretary Rick Kane 
had assembled a competitive field in­
cluding Copter Lobell, Ten Karat Glen, 
Willohook, and others. The track record 
for square-gaiters (two minutes flat) 
was in jeopardy, as Quick Trip had 
uncorked a 2 :00.2 clocking the previous 
week at Yonkers.
Willohook, with Bruce Ranger catch 
driving, left alertly from the two hole. 
Toward the outside, Quick Trip with 
John Hogan, stepped out from the five 
slot. But within a few strides from the
starting pole, Quick Trip went off stride, 
staggering and acting up while the field 
and the race moved away from Hogan.
Willohook, a ship in from the 
Meadowlands via Dover Downs, held a 
slim lead throughout the mile. Copter 
Lobell (parked for a half) and Ten Karat 
Glen were a close second and third, as 
all hopes faded for the 1-5 favorite who 
could gain no ground on the field through 
splits of .30, 1:01 and 1:30.2. Willohook 
was under a heavy whip from Ranger, 
but Garwood took Ten Karat Glen to 
mid-track and the six year old Nevele 
Diamond horse chewed up the home­
stretch. A late break by the Daniel 
Campbell owned and trained bay 
prompted the judges inquiry light, but it 
was determined that Garwood had got­
ten Ten Karat Glen back on stride at the 
wire. Willohook was back by a neck, 
while High Kick with John Zalansky 
ended up third in the 2:02 mile.
For the many backers of Quick Trip 
(as well as owner Jim Reynolds,) it was 
a bitter disappointment. As Reynolds 
noted after the contest, “She was stiff 
warming up. She wasn’t right, but I’m 
surprised she jumped like that.” In fact, 
another break at the wire cost the 
world’s record holding trotting mare a 
placing from fifth to sixth.
The daughter of Quickster, however, 
will be rememberd by her many New 
England fans who all received com­
memorative cards with her photo and 
lifetime stats.
Ten Karat Glen returned $17.60, 6.20 
and 13.00. For Quick Trip, her final New 
England race was much too long, and 
hardly worth the trip.
NIGHTLY SIMULCASTS FROM 
MEADOWLANDS SPICE UP FOX­
BORO CARD
Beginning Tuesday, February 11, Fox­
boro Raceway will conduct a live 
simulcast from the Meadowlands in New 
Jersey each night, Tuesday through 
Saturday. The race will be the featured 
sixth race at the Meadowlands and will 
be programmed as the eighth race at 
Foxboro Raceway. The Meadowlands 
contests will be top-class “overnight” 
and stakes races, and will replace one 
on-site dash at Foxboro. The card at 
Foxboro will remain at 11 races nightly. 
Perfecta and trifecta wagering will be 
offered on each simulcast, which will be 
between the twin trifecta races at 
Foxboro.
Full fields featuring some of the 
nation’s best pacers and trotters will 
make these races especially challenging 
for the handicapper. Odds and payoffs 
will be determined strictly on money 
wagered at Foxboro, uneffected by the 
huge pools at the Meadowlands.
Obituary MRS. EDWIN (HILDA) KELLER
FT. MYERS, FL—M^s. Edwin T. program directors in the sport during its 
(Hilda) Keller, wife of the late noted formative pari-mutuel years, 
harness racing figure Ed Keller, died of Mr. Keller, who was one of the original 
natural causes in her home at Six Lakes inductees to the Writers’ Corner of the 
Country Club Estates here on the eve- Hall-Of-Fame in Goshen, NY, in 1984, 
ning of January 18. She was 85. died at the age of 73 in 1978.
A native of Toronto, Ontario, Can., but A grave-site memorial service for 
an American citizen, Mrs. Keller met Mrs. Keller, who was cremated, will be 
her late husband, Ed, in Cincinnati, OH. conducted in the spring in Hatfield, MA. 
They were married there in 1927. She will be buried next to her beloved
For more than 50 years, Hilda assisted husband in historic Hatfield cemetary. 
her husband in his harness racing duties Mrs. Keller is survived by one son, 
as he crisscrossed this country and Owen of Lake Toxaway, NC, three 
Canada and became known as one of the grandchildren and five great-grand- 
most talented and knowledgeable indi- children. Owen was visiting his mother 
viduals in the Standardbred industry. at the time of her death.
While Mr. Keller’s expertise earned Those so inclined may make a mem- 
him the title “the walking encyclopedia orial contribution to either the American 
of harness racing,” Mrs. Keller earned Lung Assn, or the Hall-Of-Fame of the 
the reputation of being one of the best Trotter in Goshen, NY.
F o x h < » r o  C a l e n d a r  F o r M a r c h
SUN. MON. TUES. WEO. THURS. FRI. SAT.
f e t
3 fe t 5 fe t f e f fee
10 M 12 'M 15m
17 M 19 fee fee 22MX
2V /
/  30
24
31 “m
26 28 ^  
M .
29 ^
m .
New England Harness Writers Meet
N.E.H.W.A. new officers for 1986 - (1. to r.) Joe Vaccaro - Sec-Treas., Jack 
Ginnetti - Pres, Bill Brown - Nat. Sec. U.S.H.W.A., and Harvey Robbins - Vice 
Pres. (Photo by Sam Brogna)
John J. Ginnetti Jr. of Marlboro, Mass. Brown reported on the status of the 
was re-elected president of the New organization and noted that annual dues 
England Harness Writers Assoc, at the are payable by Jan. 31. 
annual meeting of the organization held In other business, Robbins, who served 
in January at the Royal Plaza Hotel in as journal chairman in 1985, was named 
Marlboro. again to that post. The writers voted to
Harvey B. Robbins of Sharon, Mass, have a journal this year in conjunction 
was elected vice-president and Joseph with its annual Hall of Fame awards 
Vaccaro of Stoneham, Mass, was re- banquet this fall.
elected secretary-treasurer. Ginnetti reported that the 1985 journal
The nominating committee consisted wa^ the finest in the chapter’s history, 
of Sam Brogna, who was recently named both from a copy and advertising stand- 
to the Boston Park League Hall of Fame, point. He urged members to solicit ads 
Cliff Sundberg, and Bod Temple. for the 1986 national awards journal and
Ginnetti was also nominated by the to submit copy to Sec.-Treas. Vaccaro. 
writers as second vice president of the Nominations to the chapters 1986 Hall 
United States Harness Writers. That of Fame will be accepted at the next 
election will take place at the writers meeting of the writers slated for some- 
annual conclave April 12 and 13 at the time in March. Members can also mail 
Hyatt Hotel in Cherry Hill, N.J. their candidate with a brief description
< NationalUSHWA secretary Bill Brown to Ginnetti at 103 Naugler Ave., 
and his wife Betty, were guests of the Marlboro, Mass. 01752. 
chapter following the business meeting. by JACK GINNETTI
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K.C. THREE P. I ™ STAMFORD
New England’s Pacer of the Year Open winner at Foxboro
(Adios Vic-Kenmar Kate) (Adios Vic-Kenmar Kate)
FAIRFIELD COUNTY s ou
F.F.A. Trotter at the Meadowlands &
What a family! 1986 Fee-$1000.
Now meet their brother, Maryland’s most successful Trotting Sire....
WHITE PLAINS 3 * o3
(Speedy Crown-Kenmar Kate-Jamie)
He's moving to Massachusetts for 1986!
In 1985 he has already sired stake winners
TWO EIGHTY Z 2,2, 101, ;  m m  GWEN H. s *o s .4 h
(1985 Earnings $44,342) (1985 Earnings 449,023)
Maryland Sires Stake Winner Maryland Race Fund Winner Maryland Sires Stake Winner
ALSO STANDING IN  1986....
TRAVIS LOBELL
New 20-Stall Barn Nearing Completion
• Boarding — Layups
• Paddock Turnouts — Large Pastures
• Expert Care And Handling
• Trailering Available
• Foaling Facilities With Closed Circuit T.V.
• Large Foaling Stalls
• Veterinarians On Call 24 Hours
TRAVIS LOBELL
p,3,2:01.3f; 2:00.1h, l:58.4f 
(Overtrick-Tarella-Tar Heel)
TRAVIS LOBELL is a good looking well-mannered 
stud who is a half brother to 3 in 2 minutes including 
TANZY LOBELL P,2,2:01.2f; 3, 1:56; 4, 1:55.2, TT 
1:52.2 ($329,840) the second fastest mare of all time; 
out of TARELLA, a full sister to the dam of 3 in 2 
minutes including World Champion, DOC’S FELLA, 
P, 1:54.1 ($350,141). The third dam is a sister to the 
grandam of BRET HANOVER, P,4, Tl:53.3. She is 
also the grandam of 1973 Horse of the Year, SIR 
DALRAE P,3, 1:58.1;4, 1:56-1:56.4b ($678,914) and 
MR. DALRAE P, 2, 1:58.1 P, 4.1:55.4-’83.
100% Conception Rate in 1984 & 1985
1986 Fee: $750.
FOR SALE
• Yearlings By Travis Lobell
• 2 Yr. Old Mountain Skipper Filly
• 2 Yr. Old Escort Colt
• 2 Yr. Old Cool Wind Filly
Contact:
Carol Gaucher
WALNUT HILL FARM
Norcross Road Spencer, Mass. 01562 (617) 885-2306
Foals Eligible To:
ROYAL STALLIONS STAKE 
MASS. SIRES STAKE
NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP
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In 1986...
YOUNG MEADOW FARM
Will Introduce The
Multiple Fast Class Winner...
$$$$ MONEY SUPPLY SSSSi i i i
Money Supply wins at The Red Mile in 1:54.2 on September 21, 1985 defeating a top field of three year olds.
B v Leading Monev-Winning Pacing Sire
NIATROSS
p . 3, T .  1 :49 .1
In ’85 Producer Of 20 Two Minute Two Year Olds
And Out Of
MISS DREAM GIRL
p ,  2 : 0 1 . I t
.4 GOOD TIME Producing-Dam, Out Of 
DREAM GIRL By KNIGHT DREAM 
From 11 Foals Dam Of Nine Winners,
6 In 2:00
Get Acquainted Fee: $2,000.
For further information please call: 
Ernie Houle, Young Meadow Farm 
111 N. Maple St., Hadley, Mass. 
Tel. 413-549-3900
S ? § S ^ § § § ? ^ S ? ^ S ? S ? E lig ib le  To: Mass Sire Stakes New England Sulky Championships Royal Stallion Stakes
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Returning In 1986 To...
YOUNG MEADOW FARM
Former National Season’s Record-Holder\.
CHARO’S SKIPPER P a ^
By The Leading Prepotent Sire
MEADOW SKIPPER
p. 1:55.1
Out Of The Producing Dam
CHARO
p. 3, 1:57.1
Who Is by The Earlv Speed Sire...
BEST OF ALL
p. 1:56.2
Stud Fee : $1,000 
Also
The Classic Trotter
COPTER LOBELLa *
Who Is By World Champion And Hambletonian Winner...
SPEEDY SOMOLLI
1:55
And Out Of...
CONNIE LOBELL
2, 2:0 7.2-3, 2:06.4 
Who Is By...
NOBLE VICTORY
1:55.3
The Nation’s Leading Sire Of Trotting Broodmares
Stud Fee: $1,500
YOUNG MEADOW FARM
Presents
The Second Annual Mixed Sale
Featuring
Yearlings From Sharlu Farms by Big Power, Nevele Leader, and several Out of State Stallions.
Plus
A consignment of Young Meadow Farm yearlings by the former Season’s Champion...
CHARO’S SKIPPER „.i:K.2
Entries Now Being Accepted For This Event, Consign Early!
Your New England Center For Standardbred Breeding
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A FEW OF OUR TOP SELLERS ARE:
BOOST- i t  — A complete vitamin-mineral mix that uses fish concentrate as its source 
of protein. Fish concentrate has certain amino acids available to the horse that 
vegetable protein (soybean, alfalfa, corn) does not. BOOST- i t  is the best equine daily 
supplement.
COMBINE- i t  — Contains vitamin E, selenium, Brewer’s yeast, 1% Yucca 
Extract, and digestive enzymes. Very good results are reported in horses suffering 
from arthritis and muscle soreness. Good when breaking young horses to their 
proper gait.
N-R-G- i t  (energy- i t  ) is an i t  exclusive and we at i t  are very proud of the many 
favorable reports. N-R-G- i t  is a mixture of amino acids and yeasts, that is designed 
for energy. This is not a daily supplement, but is used 3 days before an event where 
lets of energy is required.
REPLACE- i t  — Zinc — A complete electrolyte that contains zinc which is required 
for tissue repair. REPLACE- i t  is a white powder that disolves in water, “right now.” 
Nothing sinks to the bottom of the water bucket and nothing rises to the top. It is 
the best electrolyte available to the horse. Not all electrolytes are created equal.
RUB- i t  — Is our blue lotion. RUB- i t  is a little more expensive per pint or gallon, 
but is less expensive when you consider concentration. Most blue lotions have 1% 
or 2% methyl salicylate. RUB- i t  has 15% methyl salicylate and will make a fine 
paper scurf. A larger scurf will develop with more rubbing. RUB- i t  is the original 
“old fashioned” blue lotion.
PINK- i t  — Is approximately the same formula as RUB- i t ,  but we have added 
oil of mustard and phenol for added strength and anesthetic value.
HELP- i t  — Is a white powder feed supplement. HELP- i t  is used for horses having 
trouble finishing the mile. Results reported from drivers of bleeders is especially 
encouraging.
Contact F or Sales & Inform ation- 
C liff Bradbury, R t. 117 Box 243 Saco, M e. 04072 
Tel. 207-929-5445
Carol Gureckis, 21 Shaw Ave.
W. B ridgew ater, M ass. 02379 Tel. 617-586-1790
B lue Seal F eeds & N eeds
939 M ain St. South W indham, M e. 04082 207-892-9411 
D ow neast H orse S u pply
R F D  #1, Box 990 G reene, M e. 04236 Tel. 207-946-5845 
B eech  R idge F arm  F eed  S tore
193 B eech R idge R d. Scarborough, M e. 04074 Tel. 207-839-4098
IN SUMMARY....
i t -  has an extensive line of top quality equine products and is continuously improving 
existing products and developing new ones.
i t -  has two principals
1. Jim Burns D.V.M., with twenty five years experience on Standardbred racetracks 
and founder of the Rochester Equine Clinic. Dr. Burns recognized the need for quality 
products in the horse world and it is filling the void.
2. Ernie Vandermast D.V.M., comes to it as general manager with manufacturing 
expertise. Dr. Vandermast founded the Deering Veterinary Clinic and has twelve years 
experience in general veterinary practice.
i t -  is convinced that these products are so dependable that we can offer a money 
back guarantee. In the variable world of horses, horse trainers, horse owners and 
grooms that’s some stance!
i t -  wishes all in the horse world... Good Luck! That’s almost as important as using 
i t -  products!
Home Office of INTERNATIONAL TRENDS i t
James Burns, D.V.M., P.O. Box 1437,
Rochester, N.H. 03867 
Tel. 603-335-1550 
Or
603-652-4574
i t -i t -i t -i t -i t -i t -i t -i t -i t -i t -i t -i t -
Attention Horsemen!
Standing A t Stud For 1986....
MELVIN R.
P. l:56.3h — l:58.4h $81,822. 
(M elv in ’s W oe 2-2:03.2, 3-1:57.3 —
O n e e ta  H an o v er 3-2:04.3)
Dam Of
• Melvin R 1:56.3
• Melveeta R 2:00.1
• J.B. Mark 3-1:59.1 and Racing
• LeBouf 2:00
In his first three years of racing MELVIN R. won 55 races. 
An amazing 19 wins as a 2 year old, 21 as a three year old 
and 15 as a four year old. He took bis mark of 1:56.3 a t the 
Meadowlands where he raced against such horses as 
Rambling Willie, Seatrain and Hagar the Horrible. This is 
truly a great race horse!
Fee: $750.
All Colts Eligible To Maine Sires Stakes Program 
Contact: Dick Robertson 
207-637-2514
> e c o o o c o o o o o o c o c o o o e c o o o o o c o Q o e o c o o o 9 0 o e o s o o e c o o 8 o c e o o e o o c o
SHADOW DAN
p. 1:57.3 $178,000.
Foals Eligible To Maine Stakes
ADIOS p. 157.1 
SHADOW WAVE p .l:56.3
SHADOW GRATTAN p.2:07.1 
EMPIRE HANOVER p.2:05f
SHADOW DAN
p.l :57.3
: 1963 INTERNATIONAL TRENDS IN THORCJUGK8ftgD CA’RE, tUC.'
: . .  . :’J. r*v v.* .) /.* i, i e
J “-ROCK SPRINGS LIN p.2:07
’72 Shadow Dan p.1:57.3 
’74 Lins Filter p.2:06 
’76 Egyptian p.2:00.4 
’77 Rockaby Rocky p.2:01.4
|  AN KA DA p.2:05
All Dark p.2:10 
Tan Dow p.2:01 
Silas Time p.l:58 
Aivertime p.2:03.2 
Sugarwave p.2:05.4
Introductory Fee Of $300. For 1986
Any Sub 2:01 Mares Will Be Bred Free!
This Stallion Is By The Same Sire As 
AMERICAN SHADOW In Massachusetts
Standing At: HIGHLAND ACRES, Hampden, Me. 
Contact: Diane Or Larry Lapointe 
iV : Tel: 207,8024100-_
New York—All segm ents of the m arketing has focused public at- 
harness racing industry in the USA tention on the excitem ent, skill and 
and Canada have united for the first breeding that go into harness racing, 
tim e to launch a million dollar the sport has m aintained a 
growth program , it was announced prom inent position, 
today by Robert Rossilli, Executive “ We’re going to bring tha t 
D irector, North American H arness m essage to a lot more people,” said 
Racing Marketing Assoc. Rossilli.
(NAHRMA). A NAHRMA full-color advertising
N ever before in the industry’s 180- insert will appear in national 
year history have the various par- m agazines and newspapers in early  
ticipants in the sport — trade  1986. It will include news of 
associations, track  owners, stan- prom inent harness racing per- 
dardbred breeders, horse owners sonalities such as baseball great 
and trainers, racing drivers—joined George Brett, and form er U.S. 
forces on this scale in pursuit of Secretary  of the Treasury William 
common goals. Simon; a sketch of the sport’s
“ The NAHRMA program  is heritage; entertainm ent ideas, and 
designed to a ttrac t thousands of new inform ation about investing in 
fans and new Standardbred owners Standardbred horses, 
to the sport,” Rossilli said. Other program  features are : A
With an initial budget in excess of Prom otion Board of successful 
$1 ,000,000 to achieve industry goals, sports and business figures; a 
NAHRMA also expects to augm ent national harness racing logo for 
the budget through joint ventures product promotions; a traveling 
with local and national corporations, exhibit now being test-m arketed at 
as well as through local efforts of its shopping malls; custom er service 
m em bers. incentive program ; development of
“ We have an excellent base to a d irect mail data base; and design 
build upon,” Rossilli said. “ H arness of promotional m aterials for special 
racing already a ttrac ts  ap- racing events at tracks throughout 
proxim ately 30 million fans y early .” the USA and Canada.
Many of those fans are  avid H eadquartered in New York 
followers of the sport’s cham- where he is being assisted by a NY- 
pionship races, such as the fabled based sales promotion firm , Com art 
Hambletonian, The Little Brown Associates, and NAHRMA Pro ject 
Jug, The Kentucky Futurity , The D irector Jim  Massey (form erly of 
Yonkers Trot, and more recently, Sports Eye), NAHRMA executive 
the rich Breeders Crown series to be director Bob Rossilli has also 
held in 1986 at nine North A m erican organized a nationwide team  of 
tracks. m arketing/public relations
NAHRMA’s com prehensive specialists based in various “ Har-
program  with its many Outreach ness Country” locales such as St. 
features will not only appeal to new Louis (Charles Crowe of Kelly 
and existing fans, but should also Zahrndt & Kelly, Midwest Coor- 
give a boost to local and regional d inator), San Diego (Ann McGregor, 
economies. West Coast Coordinator), Winnipeg
In recent years, the industry has (E ric  Astrom, Canadian Coor- 
been buffeted by competing en- dinator) and Washington, DC 
te rta inm ent forms, televised events, (M ayanne Karm in, public relations 
off-track betting and state lotteries, coordinator, K arm in Public 
But in areas where aggressive Relations).
N.A.H.R.M.A. Update
Robert T. Rossilli the new executive director of the North American Harness 
Racing Marketing Association (N.A.H.R.M.A.)
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Monticello Update
Monticello’s leading driver, Billy Parker Jr. wins the open trot with Hardesty 
recently at the Sullivan County oval.
MONTICELLO BEGINS 
CONSTRUCTION
OF NEW INDOOR PADDOCK
MONTICELLO — Despite the tough 
winter in the Catskill Mountains good 
progress is being made on Monticello 
Raceway’s new enclosed all-weather 
paddock. By springtime, racing fans will 
enjoy a new dimension by being able to 
view, up close, the action that was 
formerly restricted to the track’s 
backstretch.
“In the past all race paddocks - where 
horses are stabled before they race on a 
given program - were constructed in the 
backstretch out of view of the patrons,” 
noted track publicist John Manzi who 
spent 13 years as a driver-trainer. 
“Basically that was to keep spectators 
from complicating the movements of 
horses and the equipment-shuffling by 
grooms and trainers.”
Though the new paddock won’t allow 
fans to actually wander about the horses 
it will, however, afford them a good view 
through the windows on the wall adja­
cent to the grandstand.
The new structure, which is one of the 
most innovative ventures in harness 
racing today, is being built in and 
adjacent to the east-end of the steel 
grandstand. When completed it will 
house 61 horses, good for seven races at- 
a-time.
Perhaps the best feature of the new 
paddock will be the excitement of the 
horses entering the race track for warm­
ups and post parades under the watchful 
eyes of the racing public.
“ It will be a great attraction to watch 
drivers jump-up on their sulkies and 
adjust their hand-holds while trainers 
make that last minute inspection check­
ing that their horse’s equipment is ready 
for racing conditions,” track general 
manager Joe Lando said.
“And another important feature of 
having the paddock in view of the racing 
public will be that everyone will be able 
to see when a horse returns for equip­
ment repair or to tack on a thrown 
shoe.”
The new structure will replace the 28- 
year-old outdoor paddock in the 
backstretch and will serve the dual 
purpose of giving both horsemen and 
race horses the same comforts as the 
patrons in the glass enclosed grandstand.
Being built by the M.J. Nastro Con­
struction Company of Mongaup Valley, 
N.Y., the new paddock will contain 18,000 
square feet of floorspace. It will also 
have locker rooms for both men and 
women as well as a modern drivers and 
trainers lounge.
BIG SCHEDULING CHANGE AT 
MONTICELLO, TOO
In another m ajor scheduling change 
brought about by the im pact of the 
B reeders Crown program  on the la te 
season racing plans of owners and 
tra iners , Monticello Raceway has 
shifted its $325,000 Slutsky M emorial 
for 3-year-old pacing colts and 
geldings and $120,000 Lady Catskill 
for 3-year-old pacing fillies, nor­
m ally m idsum m er attractions, to 
the fall. The Slutsky will be raced  on 
Sunday afternoon, October 19, and 
the Lady Catskill on Sunday, Sept. 
28. Track m anager Joe Lando said 
the decision was made “ because the 
B reeders Crown now keeps the best 
horses in action throughout the 
season, and by switching to fall we 
hope to avoid conflicts tha t plagued 
stakes scheduling when everyone 
tried to race their big events in the 
sum m er.”
BRUCE MUNN ELECTED 
PRESIDENT OF
HARNESS SECRETARIES
MONTICELLO, —Bruce Munn has 
been elected president of the North 
A m erican H arness Racing 
Secretaries (NAHRS).
Munn, who has been racing 
secre tary  at Monticello Racew ay 
since 1977, was elected a t the 
recently  completed NAHRS Con­
vention in Pompano Beach, F lorida. 
He succeeds F rank  F errone of 
Freehold Raceway.
The North American H arness 
Racing Secretaries is an 
organization of racing secre taries 
from  m ajor race tracks in the 
United States and Canada. They 
m eet every December to set the 
upcoming y ear’s stakes schedule.
Having been introduced to harness 
racing in 1963 Munn broke-in 
under Jim  Lynch at L iberty Bell 
P a rk  in 1963. He served as assistan t 
race  secretary  there for five years. 
His first race secretary  job was at 
Ocean Downs in M aryland in 1968. 
O ther tracks where Munn worked as 
racing secretary  before coming to 
Monticello include: Brandywine 
Racew ay (8  y ears); Dover Downs (7 
y ears); and Suffolk Downs (2  
years).
He wlil serve in his present 
capacity  for two years. B arry  
Hughson, from Greenwood 
Raceway, was elected vice 
president.
Bruce and his wife, Bonnie, live in 
L iberty NY with their children.
Pompano News
Andy “Lucky” Pease, trainer for Walt Bassett with Staunch Avenger p. 1:56.1 
who holds the track record at Skowhegan, Maine.
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Nelson Morrisette, Exeter, N.H. with the old favorite Mighty Eden p. 1:56.4 a 
ten year old who is still a betting favorite at Pompano.
Patsy Connor, wife of the late Charlie Connor, with Precious News p. 1:56.2 owned 
by the Moulton Investment Co. and racing at Pompano.
Carl Dining, Exeter, N.H. ready to train his three year old, Classic News 
(Precious Fella-Happy News) at Pompano.
Bob Doherty of Lewiston with Ready Benson, a two yr. old filly by Ready Set 
Go, who is a Maine/N.E. eligible owned by Janet Tuttle.
Bob Healy, Whitneyville, Me., trainer for the Gary Lewis Stake of Pompano with 
New York Yankee 2:03, a full brother to T.V. Yankee.
POMPANO PARK -  New England 
stables along with their trotters and 
pacers are doing well this season at 
Pompano Raceway, the winter capital of 
harness racing, whose extended meet 
ends on April 5.
An outstanding four-year-old pacer, 
Shiloh Lobell. from the Slobody Stable, 
Foxboro, Mass, won the 1st. leg of the 
Fort Lauderdale Pacing Series in 1:57.4. 
The Oil Burner horse was driven by 
Peter Blood beating the likes of the 
Meadowland pacer Supreme Dynasty 
1:55. Supreme Dynasty is trained and 
driven by Ed Lohineyer and won his last
by Gardiner Patterson
three starts at the big New Jersey track. 
The Albatross horse was an odds on 
favorite. Shiloh Lobell is owned by
Blood, Slobody, Gonsalves, Plontkowski 
of Massachusetts and Florida.
Another tough competitor in the 
Lauderdale Late Closing Series Is trainer 
Chet Poole’s Hidden Account by 
Kawartha Eagle who had a mark as a
three-year-old of 1:57.3 at Monticello
become one of the hottest reinsmen on 
the Pompano scene since in a recent 
night of driving he piloted six horses into 
the win circle out of a twelve race card. 
The Maine native is included among the 
top drivers at the Raceway along with 
Mickey McNichol. Jerry  Procino, 
Tommy Haughton and the former Saco 
horseman Dick Macomber.
Tom Harmer has a large stable of 
young trotters and pacers along with
Raceway and is driven by Bruce Ranger, aged stock for Charlie Day, Lewiston; 
Hidden Account is owned by Sol and Patsy Connor, wife of the late Maine 
Rose Tanzer, Lake Worth, Fl. horseman Charlie Connor, is keeping the
Ranger during the late weeks has Connor Stable in action. She still has the
old favorite Mighty Eden 1:56.4, racing; 
Andy “Lucky” Pease is training the 
Walter Bassett Stable, Winsor, Conn.;
Chet Poole, formerly New Harbor, Me., 
is training a large stable which includes 
the former Maine pacer Golden Eclipse
1:59.4. The seven-year-old has been 
racing well and has won at Pompano in 
2:01. The chestnut gelding is now owned 
by Theodore W. Joubert, Jr., Hampton,
N.H. Bob Doherty is grooming some 
colts for the New England and Maine 
Sire Stakes, and is training and racing 
some aged horses.
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NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP
BEST JEFFREY  
BRAVO BRET 
BRET’S BOY 
EMPIRE LARRY 
FANTASTIC BUTLER 
-FLEET FURY  
G.G. SKIPPER 
HARDY ALMAHURST 
HOYT LOBELL 
IL SUPERBO 
J.H. BARON 
KAWARTHA T BARR 
KEYSTONE TRYST 
LARSON LOBELL 
LAVERTO HANOVER 
LOVE MATCH 
MANNART OVERDRIVE 
MASTERMIND 
MOST HAPPY ROD 
MR. SUFFOLK 
MY BILL FORWOOD 
PERSUADABLE 
PRIVATE JET 
READY SET GO 
REBEL BRET 
RICCI BOLD PAYSTER 
ROMANO HANOVER 
ROYAL REWARD 
SAMPLE BEAT 
SHEKAR SKIPPER 
SHERYL’S NUMBER 
SKIPPER GENE MARX 
SKIPPER KNOX 
SOAR
SPRINGFEST 
SPIN THE BOTTLE 
STARTROSS 
STEPHEN 0  
TAM O’CHAMP 
T.B.J.
TENDER TRAP 
THE ANDOVER STORY 
THE FIREBALL 
TIGNOR HANOVER 
TRUSTY DREAM 
TRUSTY STAR 
WATCHFUL 
WILLOW SKIPPER 
WITSEND TRIBUTE
1986 Stallion Registration
BIG AL MAC 
CORAL RIDGE 
E.Z. WIN 
HIGH TRIBUNAL
New H am pshire
MEADOW BILLY 
SONGMAN
TOURIST HANOVER 
W.H. BOTHWELL
★  * * * * * * * *
AMERICAN SHADOW 
BIG POWER 
BRET’S CHAMP 
BUTTONWOOD ODIN 
CAVALCADE 
CHARO’S SKIPPER  
COMMAND PERFORMER  
COPTER LOBELL 
CORY
CUCKOO CLOCK 
DEAR STAR 
DRILL INSTRUCTOR 
FANCY STAR 
GUV
HEGGIE’S RHETT 
H-PICK UP 
JOHNNY WHIT 
LASER LOBELL 
MAXIE HANOVER 
MILES END STEVE 
MONEY SUPPLY 
MORNING BREEZE 
MOUNTAIN SKIPPER  
OUTER SEA 
OVERLAND HANOVER 
POLISHED ARMOR 
ROMAN KEY 
SCOTCH TIME ABBE
M aine
M assachusetts
SURFER SCOTT 
TNT’S BAMBINO 
TRAVIS LOBELL 
TROPICAL REEF  
WHITE PLAINS
DEACON BLACK 
DARRELL LEE 
MAJESTIC BEAU 
MAJESTIC ANDREW 
MAR CON CADET 
MR. VERMONT 
ORESTES 
REBEL ROY
*' *  *• *■ W •* ’*>* * * .*  I * ' t-.it it it n .* •* * ★  * .* W.*,!* ,*
.v.l.r.i l i t.
SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
Gearing Up For Another Sensational, Record-Breaking Season In '86!
—  Season Tickets And Box Seats Are Available—
Clubhouse season ticket $225.00* ($75. savings)
Grandstand season ticket $125.00* ($99. savings)
*Free admission for every evening and Sunday matinee & Free program for every card.
Box seat for 4 $500.00 ($274.00 savings)
• Free grandstand admission & private seating for 4 
in a prime spot overlooking the finish line. ($408) 
2 free programs every race card. ($244)
•  Free grandstand parking ($122)
•  Free admission to clubhouse.
TOTAL Season Value =  $774.00
Box Seat for 6 $750.00 ($411.00 savings)
• Free grandstand admission & private seating for 6 
in a prime spot overlooking the finish line. ($612)
•  3 free programs every race card. ($366)
•  Free grandstand parking. ($183)
•F ree admission to clubhouse.
TOTAL Season Value $1,161.00
ie of the most popular areas at Scarborough Downs is the Box Seat Reserved Patrons enjoy the Scarborough Clubhouse where they can relax and dine in air 
;ction in the upper grandstand. conditioned comfort at Maine’s premier harness racing track.
Plan In Advance And Realize The Savings!
Remember!
Nominations Must Be In For The Late Closing Program On April 14, 1986 
Don’t Forget That Stall Applications Are Due On March 24th
Joseph Ricci, President 
Eric Moynihan, Gen. Mgr. 
Karl Janotta, Race Sec.
Don Knapton, Asst. Race Sec. 
& Stable Super.
1986
SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
Scarborough Downs 
Mailing address:
P.O. Box 468 
Scarborough, Me. 04074 
Tel. 207-883-4331
